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澓杒翍㫓醑夿攣厸、!

訅酽夿誄︹屪攣厸鑫㓦酑翍躐謚︺、3125妘䯖澓杒㫤鮪彾㰊䯖骼㛺＃彿恦靕墰瀷覯彾贜黥昤尒
跤艊澰攣厸䯖糪紒。㳟頥鴛叄楯諞窅㰊曧酽跣妢㝧、灖醭扤䒅鰱㚸䯖彿壔梐彿㫥誆屪攣厸镾鮪
譯鲷恓勢靕墰艊梽＝䯖镾桹靕墰艊酽穻俍鰱、￥!

訅鲈夿誄︹晹䎪䯒酽媑桹攣厸艊䉪窹翍䯓︺、3126妘骼墱鄽捴勢譯鲷䯖捨捨呝彾鑫䒫跣跣嗴、
攣厸㫤曧贜黥昤㮰跣攣厸䯖骼㛺骼嶎㚮㛀＃饅鲋㡊梪。酑翍嶗頯梮咲艊饅跀、￥!

訅醑夿誄︹侢俍勢鑫喥時畝釀羠蟟俍︺䯖呝彾鲋昦獰肣嵔稜僨艊3131妘、攣厸墱鄽醭曧贜黥昤
艊㮰誆攣厸䯖貶詵穚艊艀攣忼婩鑫鐣厸䯖䧸頥㜉頥苾醢艊頥嫷旴旸嶗翍䉳㳚酽惃ǔ頥魑鳏灀䖾
崘磢、㫥曧酽跣䧸枩艊覎㛣、!

訅酽夿艊攣厸魍ィ菑頯梮諍䯖訅鲈夿艊攣厸魍ィ菑⺖㡊梪棴釚艊頯梮攝㬬䯖訅醑夿艊攣厸魍ィ
菑鄌莏、茻徳鑫嫕、貶彿髦雩㚾＝䃾＃磢謚攖䯩￥澓杒煫桹酓熱詄橉、骼艊ィ㫊翽鮪艊翍䉳嶗
觠㓩㳚䯤訅酽夿䯖倉＝荱勢詁鉚酑翍徏曧呬斊翍艊椨蹕。賂嬁醮恖墣䯖㮰曧墱彾槪梪艊攣厸䯥
訅鲈夿䯖䎯旿㪇㬛䯖䎯頥䞸鲻䯖攣厸㫤牆菑䯖絹鳏酽樭鮪趕襫䯥訅醑夿䯖嫮艊瘍寫醮頥艊慽爉䯖
覎㢩貶剴魑鳏醭哹鍖槾、!

㓅荱澓杒艊酑翍䯖岄曧魑鳏蓎荋、鳢鞲翍䉳艊㓉㓌㓅巃醢棾㛺䯖倉＝羾ヺ鰱輟漜呅艊羠誤醮妧
䧿䯖貶雩詵镾㓌嬱㫥鲢俋鑟艊頥嫷嶗觠㓩桹漙鍊鹷䯖朄嬱㪇犛、䅵漲跣鳏咁銊醢艊輟峟䯖㫤罌
踵忞桹艊憃羮嶗鄩諦麹磢桹㢩䯖貶醭獿贖䯖飨靧鲋彿髦＝尒聧骼艊誤梽。ィ㫊嶗恖梮、貶曧澓
杒僔鄮恦靕墰䆡鶜鮪翍䉳艊桭獿侐、!

澓杒艊酑翍攝慘㛄鉝鑫侸㳛艊囅㫼䯖呅髦㰊曧飨桭鉚矇艊㝧嬕棾™㬞惡峗䯤頯梮諍艊㭄䄋。鄽
鉚酑翍艊蹕蛵。蓜謖頯梮咲嶗謖鳏艊鐞絹。頯梮咲艊酑翍墡錨。則㬦嫮㝧。俋‖旝誼艊蹕籌。
昦䄋鲇鬣＆＆彿髦剴姉㛫偧駁詛荱㫥鲢敭鲇嶗偧澑侸艊㛏㛺䯩偧楇誆匯翽鮪翍䉳跤艊惡峗䯖㮰
躅彿髦喥＝⺖骼踽誤柟䉃艊鄡踆忞潈䖭、＃馾鰱醢艊暆䐥￥。＃殐厸槷￥。＃俋犣偔￥饅鲋頯
梮諍䯖貶桖曧饅鲋彿髦杚㭚艊㓉㓌鄽䖢、彿髦鮪暀夠羠牆跤扟敒嶗祾㛌㫥鲢鄽鉚蹕絹䯖㫥鲢餱
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媀醭昢鮪旝誼鄽䖢跤⺖畝㬬䯖酭鍖彾踵鑫昦艊鄽鉚、澓杒唻鲋酑翍壽媀嶗圷䗮艊㠮聧䯖曧▕鲋
慘踵酽跣翍咲忞扟糴艊㚳鄨嶗尒聧、桖㳛㒄艊曧䯖骼啔鄽鉚㩸誼踵鑫酽蟢俋‖誼艊妕㓉䯖曧唻
糴羥鲋棈儨嶗靕彿䧢腂艊靕銨、!

㫥貙銨婯鮪澓杒饅鲋覎㛣。則㬦䎪棞艊攝慘㳚桖踵暺朄䯤艀䇻駡踽彾踵鑫⺖咁㓉艊啨偭䯥鮒㛤
鍈鳏鮪䁬跤曧酽跣屟謭醭暺。㦳棞霠鑘艊㦳鉢䯥貏倇⺖珪彽忞鐯㓦彾踵峟艊誼㦳＆＆彿髦唻㫥
鲢䆡覯妛醭䅜羠䯖彾鳏跫翨㳚暚贖㰊擄昖菑澑貙漻梐醮駈㛤、嫕澓杒挀婩鑫㫥嗃㭻銢壉暚䯖彿
髦墱鄽晹熴詛雜鄌鰱漝㡕翍䉳嶗踽䎪、桭茻扟艊㛃書䯖雩桭晹熴㚯鳏茻㓉、!

荁瀷躐頌艊攝慘䯖澓杒3131妘艊慘閔桖踵韓謭鲋則㬦嶗愐鳏誼䯤敤熎䎘啂鳏玸㬛㫧犦醏呹呹艊
旴䖉㳚䯥僉棞鲋餱哃︹璏嘪ǹ晈蹕︺嶗媈㳚㫊︹Wjwb!Mb!Wjeb︺艊㒂缐⺖緡䏴䯖㪇鱰鰱謭醢緣隠䯥
酑翍墡錨髦鮪墡慘咇㳚牆鑫㡽棾䯖鏖慚︹粬錨岄誤蘚︺跤艊粬錨鮪謁桭謚艊朷䐥、躞酽荱翍䉳
䞸頧書発。擄瓕牆撾䯖讜暚雩䉯夠曖䄉。醭嶗㜖、澓杒賜磢㬕愞鑫玜杝鰱䎪棞㛄鉝䯖貶䉯絔屟
艊嵔酻咅熝擄昖菑翍䉳䯖㫥雩曧澓杒鮪3131妘肣嵔稜僨㫥酽竑濇暚梕桭踵莏呺ィ㫊、呅髦™㬞
熱艊嵔酻俢扡醮赗蜶紙㫷䯖墱鄽㢋㢐鑫翍䉳艊敭鲇囅㫼、!

澓杒艊酑翍宍磢曧糴勢鲅㚴艊䯖罌踵翍䉳㳚艊敭鲇備豸㰊曧＃彿髦墱鄽蓜㭠艊鲇￥、偧楇彿髦
㮂礣澓杒忞㛄鉝艊敭鲇鄡踆䯖喥俢詛鑫㬦謭廟㯵艊詵镾、忞桹艊敭鲇。鄡踆。嫮㝧㰊錨桹暺薶
艊慇謭䯖曧骼踵彿髦抲辭艊侸跣駱訥、貶鮪澓杒㫥㳚䯖呅髦喥曧鲈忲艊惡峗䯖骼扟敒䯖妛㫧ǹ
畝漛鎢墡、澓杒唻鲈忲惡峗艊侐絔妛醭曧烢㛇徏㚮㛀䯖鍖曧飨㝧嬕詛玈猺䯖忞飨瀯酽跣駱訥㰊
曧＃澑㣵醭㬦￥、澓杒酑翍跤艊惡峗忞賜怐艊曧㬦㛌䯖醭曧蓜㛌䯖㫥曧唻㓅鍎晼呯㚪蓜艊慙ǜ、
貶曧䯖㫥蟢祾峾峘峘啔㓅荱艊㛊繩靕踽棈鲮酓鑫㓅‖、朄鍖曀㓄艊㝧嬕懲㓦㜁酑翍桖踵侸躏嶗
婩敡、讜暚䯖頯梮咲梪鳏艊嶯蹕漲╖鶜鮪鑫翍慘艊桭獿侐䯖惡峗艊詵㜁妛醭㢹飨㚯彿髦莏艊镾
㡶㫧澓杒艊廟宆跫翨、詵飨㛺䯖骼羮酑翍㚸㫼敭鲇䯖貶雩醭梕嬜⺖絔㓦、㫥曧酽蟢蓎荋貶剴燍
呯艊㬕愞、彿髦晹熴㬦㫓澓杒艊酑翍詛啀恓薶賽艊詄橉、㫥喥絹彿髦㣥桻傖鰓鲶酽鬣㳛㒄艊鲇䯖
㫥酽㫓蠿跤榚鲢惡峗＝狆斞。榚鲢惡峗＝烰駱䯖鲇嵔梪㦳墱鄽黌嬱醭畝㳛㒄、㫥雩峘峘曧彿髦
鮪暀夠羠牆跤䯖醭昢鮪㜬㬖醮靕㠥。尒聧醮㬏㮌躐䄄嬳嬢艊莏呺侐乵、!



 

Wu Chen has painted three works of rabbits.  

The !rst one was painted in 2014 when Wu Chen 
was still in Chengdu. He said, I used the dead 
rabbit in Joseph Beuys' hands as a self-analogy, 
where the pearls and golden cross were all 
imaginary. Truthfully, I hope this odd rabbit would 
discover opportunities in Beijing and become 
successful. 

The second was painted in 2015. By then, the 
artist had moved to Beijing who recently held his 
!rst solo exhibition. The rabbit was still a Beuys' 
appropriation, and the artist hoped to discuss the 
relationships between capital, painting and the 
artist. 

The third was completed during the 2020 
Covid-19 outbreak. The rabbit is no longer that of 
Beuys’, but a lovely white rabbit rips open its 
stomach to reveal an array of on a black palette, 
overshadowed by a terrifying dash of blood on the 
canvas. This painting unfolds a dark fairy tale.  

The !rst rabbit painting embodies a nod to art 
history, and the second represents artistic 
practice under the constraints of capitalism, and 

the last, a type of naivete. They are 
straightforward. Although, we might ask 
rhetorically, What then? Wu Chen hasn’t o"ered 
any answers. He reserved the ideas on canvas 
and in his brushwork: in the !rst work, one 
perceives the composition, chiaroscuro, and 
techniques in classical and religious paintings, 
which makes the rabbit a specimen; the second 
painting uses light and transparent paint in bright, 
on which the rabbit is still alive, hung upside 
down; while the last one is a rendition of willful 
composition, its infantile a#nity o"ers a chilling 
impression. 

One is often left with a con$icting sense when 
looking at Wu Chen’s works on canvas. The visual 
perceptions of the canvas often appeal to your 
genuine appreciation for their vivacity, while you 
may also consider these bold and brushstrokes 
are impulsive and frivolous. Other than your 
personal preference and inclinations, often the 
artist's appropriation and integration of pictorial 
elements may seem super!cial, to the extent that 
the viewer would question his impetus, 
expression, and techniques. Nevertheless, Wu 
Chen tends to embed himself at the depth of his 
tableaus.  

Wu Chen sets multiple narratives in his painting 
practice that adopts the most typical and 
powerful symbolism in conveying the artist's 
messages. They include the stories in the 
histories of art, the motifs from classical painting, 
famous artists and persons' portraits, artists' 
painting tools, cartoon characters, images 
circulating in mass culture, and news reports. 
How should we look at these stories and various 
ways of storytelling? Were we to cease with the 
information provided in these images, we would 
be deceptive of the voluntary clues Wu Chen has 
left us. Petit Dejeuner Sur L’herbs, Palm Trees, 
Bathers are pertinent to art history, at the same 
time, making references to our general visual 
experiences. We have been receiving and 
familiarizing these classic images, whose 
paradigms continue to renew and reinvent in 
becoming new classics. Wu Chen bases his 
standard and eminence of painting on his artistic 
training and an innate inclination of doubts. More 
importantly, he translates the classics onto a view 
for the masses, a kind of self-deprecation from 
being trapped by authority and self-paralysis. 

This kind of deprecation is more apparent in Wu 
Chen's fairy tale, and cartoon subject matters: 
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Snow White becoming the young lady of scrutiny; 
Santa Claus, a gender-ambiguous, fat and naked 
man; Mickey dismembered into embodiments of 
evil, etc., none of which are unfamiliar to us, 
symbolic of desire and absurdity, prevalent in the 
adult world. Once Wu Chen lifts the cover-up, we 
would no longer appreciate his tableau and 
subject matter with the same innocence. His 
straightforward irony becomes the most 
unbearable sight.  

Compare to his previous works, Wu Chen’s 
artworks from 2020 incline to cartoons and 
personi!cation: among them, characteristics of 
political !gures permeate into the spots of 
Sponge Bob; Fan Kuan's compositional structure 
superimposes on a few pieces of watermelons in 
Frida Kahlo's Viva La Vida, transpiring with 
contempt; the artist's painting tools come to life in 
his art studio as if they've become the toys in Toy 
Story, having their last supper. Upon !rst glance, 
the garish and stimulating imagery exudes high 
energy. At the same time, the work also gives a 
sense of noise and dissonance. Nevertheless, Wu 
Chen has chosen an apparent subject matter, yet 
his irrational emotional catharsis !lls the canvas, 
which is likely the most truthful expression in this 
unique time of the global pandemic. The 
emotional outburst and frustration conveyed 
overpowers the stories told in these imageries.  

Wu Chen’s paintings inevitably stir controversy 
because their stories are those we have already 
known. Were we to follow the narrative clues Wu 
Chen had set up for the viewers, we'd lose the 
possibility to reach their core. All of the stories, 
hints, icons embody speci!c references, which 
provide us with multiple entry points. For Wu 
Chen, they are second-hand information he 
receives and processes. The artist does not seek 
to verify or discuss this second-hand information, 
but to blend their symbolism, so every entry looks 
like a no entry. To decipher the messages in Wu 
Chen's painting would require common sense 
rather than knowledge, which undermines the 
viewer's existing cognition. However, this kind of 
familiarity relays the autonomy of criticism back to 
the viewer. The apparent symbolism allows for 
diverse and open-ended interpretations of the 
paintings. Simultaneously, the artist's intentions 
are buried deep within his tableaus, and the 
decipherable information does not su#ce for 
entering Wu Chens' inner world. In other words, 
he tells stories through painting without 
expecting other's understanding. The artist 
makes a contradictory yet predilect choice. We 
can’t discover de!nitive answers through Wu 
Chen's images. It's similar to sharing something 
with our friends; some information gets lost while 
others emerge in the course of exchange, in the 
end, the matter becomes less important. This 
decision also re$ects our truthful condition of 

constantly wavering between humility and 
conceit, doubt and avoidance in our everyday life. 



澓杒䯤叞箏艊噯謖鳏
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彿髦俋詵飨㛺時鳏艊叞箏鞲煫叅鮪㫓䯖罌踵僉㛇呅俒䇏、
瀷偧㛺䯖彿詛酽瀕翍咲艊墡慘咇䯖骼㛺骼桭㫝酽跣鳏翍翍䯖
醭熱䃸䯖嬟叞箏、彿喥＝襫贖僨粷䯖澑贖艊骼蠙醭醢叞箏䯖
罌踵桹彿䅻飽菑骼、嫕彿㓔扜呝骼蟔鳏艊䆡蟴裶䄄䯖蟇婩䯖
骼艊跫翨謭彿饅䃽鑫、彿拤牣䯖骼酽跣鳏蒔菑䯖詵镾雩
醭叞箏、喒謾絹澓杒䯖翍㮰躅侸則㬦鳏窹䯖桖嶔鳏尒聧、
㛅咃酽㡶䯖㛺醭呯㮰鲢翍跤艊鳏窹䯖喥＝絹︹粬錨岄誤蘚︺
㳚艊粬錨䯖牆誤忲閳䯖縶酄菑骼䯖＃貾仌舽鯫￥䯖驙潣秐鞡䯖
糴骼㜉㭰䯖㚮骼漜宆、骼艊誼⺸鞡＝婩僔鑫、骼忂菑粀獰䯖
曧鞡＝艊粀、㫥剴桹鳘躅詵蠙嬱醢叞箏艊攖䯩

尒菑筦聧䯖彿鮪孎觛ⅩⅩ骼㮍㛽彿會骼㫥漛嗴㓋艊詇嗴
鳏䯖澑贖彿澐鰩鮪骼墡慘咇艊蕚煛僨醢、捨捨䯖骼菋菾
梒謭俍颭椢䯖忲掤棾掤詛䯖硰砮鰱。蠻倐鰱。㛳晹愛漛
鰱抲㚴菑㫥漛嗴㓋艊䎪茩、＃唻䯋嗴㓋喥誄！忞飨䯖叞
箏艊醢壵喥誆镾嫕醢壵艊叞簍＂、曧醭曧嬟㲅䯩喥㫥樭
呯鑫䯋喥㫥樭呯鑫䯋￥

嗴㓋艊翍▕梪㰊曧 3131妘呝彾艊、桭俋艊酽媑雩曧桭暆
婩僔艊酽媑䯖嶗嗴㓋讜謖、哃鲕貏䯖䗮跏貏蠐䯖羾鴛鲕
媑啢翍橅愺彾、翍䉳俒俋䯖翍咇俒啢䯖㡽偡俋袚䯖骼嬱
恦啢翍橅妕敡鮪勸厸徏鰱䉳醢䯖媣隂酽媑媑翍、酽鱖殌
躦㜉頥苾䁗賓翍䉳醣昷䯖苾㫅酽觶酑翍墡錨ⅩⅩ熌翍椢
獸。䖂陸觠。識軟。㿔觠。䎯旿ⅩⅩ㰊䂏鑫忲閳䯖䂏鑫
䩢厸菋䯖彾鑫赗、呅髦戹燒艊樭厸絹︹桭謚艊朷䐥︺、
椢獸鰩鮪橎頌澐跤䯖絹鎑衭、嫕郿錪酓鎑衭昻爏暚䯖＃鞲
俍醢桹佪䌄㛺䯤！㫥曧彿艊穚厸䯖彿忞輟崪艊、＂￥2︹桭
謚艊朷䐥︺艊䐥橎醢䯖㫥瀕煫㓄㫓穟鳅艊醢壵躐厸䯖鮪
酽銲嵚䙙俢扥。鲮俧扟鎍艊惡嬫䄄䯖ィ嵔呏磢䯖豈侕箏
靕扟糴噯㫜、!

羾鲋澓杒惖婩鑫媣隂翍䯖︹忞飨䯖叞箏艊醢壵喥誆镾嫕
醢壵艊叞簍︺荱㡽棾煫跣磍砎䯖絹曧＃瓕夿酑翍￥、䞸
頧艊䎯旿蠘踙㒉苼醣䯖嬁厸嶗暺枩鮪骼艊翍䉳跤雩⺖惃
詛鑫、酑翍㫓蠿艊酽俋㯵鰓曧妕鉝鰱呝彾艊䯖骼夠夠瓲
爉䎯旿勢翍䉳醢䯖徏鍎茻扟慼勢翍䉳醢䯖鍖醭鳢鳢曧芢
犻徏抰酑、曧䎯旿艊賝衦姪䯖觠獸艊営唺䯖翍咲㦳鉢㫜
誤艊屜醿。懷謭嶗頺倗䯖嫮彾鑫誤尓艊嶗嗃漛醢艊妕ゎ䯖
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Wu Chen: 
Naming Loneliness 
By Yang Zi

We can easily claim that someone else's loneliness never 
GZKUVGF�DGECWUG�KV	U�VQQ�FKŒEWNV�VQ�RTQXKFG�EQPETGVG�
evidence. For example, I go to a painter's studio, and he 
says he’s been painting alone, and he feels lonely for 
not having gone out. I would immediately see that he is 
not at the moment because I am there with him. When I 
ŔPKUJ�GZRNQTKPI�JKU�RTKXCVG��KUQNCVGF�URCEG�CPF�NGCXG��JKU�
world would close to me. I speculate that he is probably 
not lonely when he is by himself. It’s especially doubtful 
for someone like Wu Chen, who draws so many cartoon 
characters. As soon as the visitors leave, the characters 
on his paintings like the toys in Toy Story would ‘mount the 
stage in full regalia,’ moving their arms and legs, singing 
and dancing, being at his service, and making him happy. 
His masquerade begins. He wears a crown and becomes 
the king of the ball. How can this be called loneliness? 

I smile with suspicion - he invites me to be the curator 
for this exhibition, and right then, I was sitting on the 
broken couch in his studio. Just then, his eyes looked at 
the ceiling, his hands gesticulated with enthusiasm and 
excitement, incoherently he made a suggestion for the 
title of this exhibition, ‘Right! The exhibition should be 
called “Therefore, a lonely God can only be the orphan of 
God.” Wouldn’t that cool? That's it! It's settled!’

Most of the paintings in the exhibition are completed in 
2020. The largest one, also the earliest one, shares the 
same name as the exhibition. It measures 5 meters wide 
CPF�����OGVGTU�VCNN��EQPUKUVKPI�QH�ŔHVGGP�UOCNN�HTCOGU��
Due to the large dimension of the painting and the limited 
studio space, once Wu Chen made the sketch up, he 
JCF�VQ�RWV�VJG�UOCNN�HTCOGU�ŕCV�QP�C�UVQQN�QT�VJG�ŕQQT�
and bend down to paint them one by one. An oval palette 
holds down the bottom of the picture, and a circle of 
painting tools along the rim – wide paintbrushes, markers, 

scrapers, pencils, paint tubes - have grown arms and legs, 
noses, and eyes, and become fairies. They are arranged 
like The Last Supper. The broad brush sits at the centre 
of the table, like Jesus Christ. When John baptized Jesus, 
‘A voice out of the heavens said, “This is my beloved Son, 
with whom I am well pleased.”Ȃ At the table of The Last 
Supper, the son of God, who has never met his father, 
looks serene and ready to accept his fate alone amidst a 
crowd of frightened, cross-eyed whispering believers. 

Since Wu Chen separated the painting and completed 
the work bending his back, Therefore, the Lonely God 
Can Only be the Orphan of God seems to lack focus 
and covers the ‘All-over painting.’ With the accumulated 
layers of vivid paint, shadows and chiaroscuro have been 
eliminated from his images. A large part of the process is 
FQPG�D[�NC[KPI�VJG�ECPXCU�ŕCV��QHVGP�FTKRRKPI�RCKPV�QPVQ�
the surface or squeezing it directly onto the canvas, rather 
VJCP�OGTGN[�EJCŔPI�QT�FTCYKPI��+V	U�VJG�XKUEQUKV[�QH�VJG�
paint, the size of the brush, the urgency, tendency, and 
rhythm of the painter's bodily movements that generate 
the dynamics and layered balance. Moreover, to say the 
least, a neurotic glee. In terms of work method, Wu Chen’s 
works remind one of Jackson Pollock and the 1950s and 
the American Expressionist painter Willem de Kooning. 
The body drove them, desires drove them, their emotions 
spur them on, lending their unconscious, radically sought 
for the vitality of painting. It was a lasting and arduous 
action. The enjoyment and nightmarish feet in Wu Chen's 
paintings seem to reject persistence and hardship.

However, appropriating classic (to the point of boredom) 
images such as those of Leonardo da Vinci is Wu Chen's 
way of tackling the image's unruly structure. In addition to 
The Last Supper, Untitled (Travelers Among Watermelon 
Hills) also belongs to this category: one day, Wu Chen 



happened to see Frida Khalo's last painting on 
the cover of a record. It was called ‘Viva la Vida’ 
depicting tightly stacked watermelon peels. 
Drawing inspiration from this imagery, Wu Chen 
spreads out the watermelon in a sprawling 
manner, in the same composition of Fan Kuan's 
Travelers Among Mountains and Streams. The 
watermelon is rendered in garish red and green, 
exposing its intermittent seeds in black and white 
VJCV�ŕKTV�YKVJ�GCEJ�QVJGT��1TKIKPCNN[��(TKFC	U�UVKNN�NKHG�
YCU�KPŕWGPEGF�D[�VJG�/GZKECP�VTCFKVKQP�QH�ɛGZ�
voto’ painting, which is ardent piety in its naiveté 
and insurmountable heftiness. When it ‘imitates’ 
the paradigm of deep, subtle landscape painting, 
VJG�KOCIGT[�ŕQCVU��6JKU�VTCPUNCVKQP�OC[�UGGO�UVKő��
with a dreamy quality of humour and nihilism.

Once the exhibition title was decided, we 
talked again. Wu Chen said he started reading 
Schopenhauer and repeated, ‘A man can be 
himself so long as he is alone.’ I laughed out loud. 
He said out loud, "I'm serious!" I apologized again. 
6Q�EQPŔTO�JKU�UGTKQWUPGUU��+�VCNMGF�CDQWV�VJG�YKNN�
to power. Nietzsche believed that the will is the 
origin of all things. In the history of philosophy, 
such a view can be traced back to Aristotle. 
Aristotle thought that the source of practice is 
the will, the desire, and the vital impulse. Marx 
held up the notion of ‘labour’ as the biological 
counterpart to the necessity of reproduction 
of the species and material life production. In 
short, to practice or to create always relates 
to the spontaneous impulses of life. I add, for 
Schopenhauer, most people are afraid of facing 
the will to live because it burns, it doesn't let them 
UGVVNG�HQT�NGUU��DWV�KV�ECP�OCMG�VJGO�UWőGT��2GQRNG�
who are true to their own will and nature certainly 
FQP	V�ŔV�KP�

Nietzsche adapted the story of the forbidden fruit 
in the Garden of Eden. According to whom, God 
transformed into a snake on the weekend and 
tempted Adam and Eve to steal the apple, which 
caused the expulsion from a perfect paradise. 
This adaptation is meant to show that Christian 
morality can reach a point where people become 
numb to themselves and deceitful, lonely, 
CPF�DGYKNFGTGF��2GQRNG�UWőGT�HTQO�ɛTGNKIKQWU�
functionalism,’ blindly convinced of their sins, 
then devoted to believing in a religion. It is as 
if by suppressing the will to live with faith, they 
can be cleansed of their sins and be saved in 
heaven. To rectify this situation, evil has to come 
out, resentment has to come out, and the desire 
and impulse for life have to come out. In the 
1980s, when Wu Chen was born, the Chinese 
read Nietzsche in their context, treating not the 
lack of Christian morality, but the numbness from 
the accumulation of heredity throughout history. 
Today, the numbness has transformed, like the 
adorable cartoon characters that provide solace 
and entertainment, is hardly wary. There are too 
many cute good guys, and the bad guys need to 
show up. Wu Chen says, ‘Bad man can also end 
up in heaven.’ȃ

The stories in Wu Chen's paintings are too 
extensive and twisted. He paints pictures, 
embedded with subtexts: mixing what's on the 
news, hearsay, what he's seen, what he quotes. 
#U�VQ�YJGTG�VJG�RNQV�VCMGU�WU��KV�YQWNF�DG�FKŒEWNV�
to determine. He drew a picture of Pinocchio, 
called ‘Sorry,’ Mr.Pinocchio says. In this painting, 
an identical Pinocchio is growing from the waist 
of another embarrassed one, as if it were a 
Siamese twin. The half-born Pinocchio, with his 
head sticking out to the side, is bowing in apology 

- his nose has grown longer, mingling with four 
UVKő�CTOU��2KPQEEJKQ�HCEGF�YKVJ�VJG�FKNGOOC�
is synonymous with 2020.Ȅ He bends over, but 
VJG�CRQNQI[�KU�C�YJKVG�NKG���JG�ECP	V�ŔIWTG�QWV�HQT�
himself who did wrong and why, and how to bear 
bad fruit.

When the epidemic was raging in China, people 
were forced to experience the painter's solitude. 
The treacherous and absurd movements of the 
world seeped into Wu Chen's studio. According 
to Wu Chen, all of the paintings in this exhibition 
are related to the year 2020. However, he quite 
CYCTG�VJCV�JG�KU�PQV�CP�GZRGTV�QP�EWTTGPV�CőCKTU��
CPF�JKU�NQHV[�ENCKOU�QP�RQNKVKEU�CPF�EWTTGPV�CőCKTU�
would resemble sophistry and not conducive to 
the truth. You can't fool yourself like Pinocchio. As 
catastrophe approaches, either new or old, crazy, 
or numb, one has to come up with solutions. In 
mid-February, Wu Chen returned to Beijing from 
Zhengzhou. Self-quarantined in his studio, with a 
fervent impulse to paint. He picked up the brush. 
At a depth of the painting is a joyous place. He is 
still the king of his prom.ȅ

1 Book of Matthew 3:17
2 Wu Chen's previous solo exhibition is entitled, ‘Bad Man Can Also End Up in Heaven.’ 
3 On March 2, 2020, Jesse Watters, a host of Fox News, publicly demanded a formal 
apology from the Chinese for the Covid-19 pandemic. This incident incited lasting 
public outcry and discussion, which inspired Wu Chen to create this painting. ‘Sorry,’ 
/T��2KPQEEJKQ�UC[U�KU�VJG�UGEQPF�VKOG�9W�%JGP�RCKPVU�VJG�KOCIG�QH�2KPQEEJKQ��6JG�ŔTUV��
Untitled (Every Year Begins in Winter). Both artworks were completed during the severe 
phase of the epidemic in China.
4 Wu Chen collected calligraphic works of many ancient Chinese emperors and modern 
political leaders, who pieced them together to form the phrase, ‘Therefore, a lonely God 
can only be the Orphan of God.’ He drew these characters into a series of works. The 
inscriptions used in the exhibition poster are from this group of artworks. The font for 
the title of Wu Chen's last solo exhibition, ‘Bad Man Can Also End Up in Heaven,’ is also 
composed of the political leader's cursive handwriting.
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Shangdi’s Orphan 
By Dongmen Yang 

Wu Chen is a seasoned badminton player. For whom, 
slinging a birdie before the net is like drawing a curve with 
the brush, in a smooth trajectory, at a peculiar angle that 
lands accurately. Of course, it’s not that easy to reach Lee 
Chong Wei’s level. 

North of the Jianting Bridge on Beijing's Fifth Ring Road 
is where Shangdi (formerly, the name of a village, which 
shares the same phonetic as ‘God’ in Chinese) is located. 
According to legends, before Empress Dowager Cixi's 
death, her serving eunuch had been the landlord of this 
area. ‘God's orphan’ in Wu Chen's paintings seem to be 
the orphans from there. The characters painted in the 
style of many ancient emperors for his exhibition's title 
seemed to have arrived one by one by subway line 13 to 
see Wu Chen's new paintings.

The paintings in this exhibition are indeed all new works 
completed in the year 2020. Having lived through this 
year, one would naturally grasp the intentions of the 
artist's brushwork. The sudden onset of the pandemic has 
abruptly transformed the world entirely without leaving 
any chance to estimate its losses. It is as if the painting 
began on a single point, from which many lines unfold 
WPVKN�VJG[�EQXGT�VJG�GPVKTG�RKEVWTG�RNCPG��QXGTŕQYKPI�CPF�
continuing to build up one upon another. Upon awakening 
from this trance, one must retrain oneself to adapt to the 
changing ecology and rules. Whether through calling or 
curse, wonders have become memories, freedom has 
become imagination, globalization is not the fortune of the 
world, and the world seems to be erecting doors closing 
in front of us. Fortunately, there are still artists leaving 
some visual memories, either in self-ridicule themselves 
or reverence.

Wu Chen said, ‘After spending Chinese New Year in my 
hometown, I came back to Beijing in mid-February, and 

the journey so treacherous as if I was like watching a 
disaster movie starring myself. The dark grey sky, the 
open platform, the silent Beijing taxi driver, and my almost 
UWőQECVKPI�UGNH�FTGUUGF�KP�VJG�əURCEG�UWKVɚɜ��'XGT[QPG�
in his circle of friends talked about a Wuhan doctor, but 
Pinocchio, whose nose was growing longer and longer, 
hovered over his mind. When he arrived at the studio, he 
was restless, staring at an almost completed painting, 
at a complete loss for words. In the face of catastrophe, 
it seems that the artist's work becomes more and more 
questionable. If a tableau is only beautiful to look at, if it 
operates only within the rules of the artist’s traceable rules 
CPF�UGNH�HWNŔNNKPI�NQIKE��KU�VJG�CEV�QH�RCKPVKPI�PGEGUUCT[!�
He picks up a brush, turns the canvas on which a princess 
looks into the mirror, and violently covers it with a lying 
puppet (Untitled (Every Year Begins in Winter), 2020). This 
work is the actual beginning of this exhibition. While we 
look at the stilted brushstrokes, the skeptical gaze, the 
rituals of mourning, we have the sense of standing in front 
of a pre-publicized murder case. The artist has resolutely 
broken up with the good old days, determined to commit 
the crime in a series of carefully pre-planned scenes 
without showing any mercy.

Shortly before the opening of his exhibition, several 
of us made plans to visit an exhibition of Su Shi at the 
2CNCEG�/WUGWO��6JG�UJQY�KU�VJG�ŔTUV�OCLQT�GZJKDKVKQP�
at the Forbidden City since conditions of the epidemic 
eased. It was overcrowded, so we made reservations at 
least a week in advance. Wu Chen forgot to bring his ID 
card that day, who was refused entry despite our tireless 
persuasion. Now that I think about it, the symbolism of 
power, the mocked orphans on his canvases, why would 
the former let a do-as-he-pleases painter go in and out 
freely? With a calculated attempt to penetrate the palace, 
upon his failure, Wu Chen said listlessly, ‘I feel anxious, 
and I should go back to check on Yang Zi’s installation of 
the show.’



#V�ŔTUV�INCPEG��VJG�GZJKDKVKQP�URCEG�KU�NKV�CPF�
spacious, where young and fashionable girls take 
UGNŔGU�QP�VJG�KPUKFG�CPF�QWV��$WV�KH�QPG�YGTG�VQ�
stop and look closely, there is an air of pessimism 
that spreads like a joke, while the phrases printed 
at the top of the walls weigh heavily on white 
cube exhibition space, making one feel uneasy. 
Perhaps, the work, Untitled (Bloodshed on 
Mandarin Duck Mansion) (2019), hidden behind 
the glass window at the gallery reception, hits the 
nail on the head - the imageries and fragments 
surrounding the entire space are scenes of 
wanton killing sprees. In Outlaws of the Marsh, it 
is written that Wu Song’s moment of pleasure in 
the house of Inspector Zhang, ‘Blood splattered 
on the paintings from his killing, and corpses 
strewn with lanterns and shadows.’Ȃ Wu Chen 
gave his all, holding his breath and burying all 
the things he could and could not say over the 
past year into the frames of his paintings. These 
seemingly nonsensical jokes on tableaus are 
HWNN�QH�ŕQYKPI�DTWUJUVTQMGU��ICTKUJ�EQNQWTU��
warped cartoon characters, animated objects, 
and furniture; everything makes people simmer 
with laughter. A friend jokingly asked, ‘How did 
Wu Chen switch from making “bad paintings” to 
pretending to be an “outsider” artist?’ Without 
his usual structure and technique, the works on 
canvas look like a silly child has painted them. I 
warned him not to be distracted by appearances. 
Look behind the disguised children's drawings 
and masks of cartoon characters. There are 
countless aspects and roles, whether it's a 
pouting Crayon Shin-chan, the schizophrenic 
Pinocchio, the black ghost devoured by a white 
rabbit. Some of the dark and nearly morbid 
impressions began to gradually dense out and 
disperse with a little more time. Wu Chen grinned 

hard at the visitors, just like the clown in his 
painting (XGJY (It Only Takes A Great Day to Turn 
the Worst Man into A Hero, 2019), with a banana 
in his mouth, his smile stretched to its limit until 
his eyes became moist and his voice choked. Ai 
Qing asks himself, ‘Why do I often have tears in 
my eyes?’ȃ Wu Chen buries the poet's answer, 
only to allow people to laugh and make fun of him 
at his masquerade. 

In the past, the circus would choreograph 
dangerous and exciting acrobatic stunts to attract 
an audience, with programs performed by trapeze 
artists. Once the performers took a desperate 
risk, they would inevitably make mistakes. If they 
missed, they would fall from a height of more 
than ten meters. With a screaming audience, 
they would land in the middle of the ring and 
become motionless. The theatre would then fall 
silent, and all the adults could do is covering their 
children's eyes. This is when the theatre director 
would yell backstage, ‘Clowns up!’ Clowns run 
onto the stage, twisting and turning, gagging and 
laughing, just so someone would carry the injured 
RGTHQTOGT�Qő��UQ�VJG�UJQY�ECP�IQ�QP�CU�KH�PQVJKPI�
had happened. The classic jazz song Send in the 
Clowns echoes the inner monologue of the fallen 
performer, ‘Isn't it rich, are we a pair, me here at 
last on the ground, and you in mid-air. Send in the 
clowns.’ On the tableaus, Wu Chen seems to be 
the clowns. 

Late in the fall, the exhibition opens on Halloween, 
the Western equivalent of the Chinese Tomb-
sweeping Festival. Those who must learn about 
forgetting dress up in otherworldly attires to walk 
VJG�UVTGGVU�CPF�DNWő��+PUVGCF��VJG�YJKVG�YCNNU�KP�

Magician Space turn the exhibition space into a 
site of witchcraft, colour-painted door frames and 
windows set the tone for enigmatic rituals, and 
the phrases printed at the top of the walls in large 
characters look like an unknown incantation. 
The painter has become a priest, grasping with 
his hand, and everything in the gallery is like a 
part of the solemn night that is fast approaching 
outside of the glass window. In Greek Mythology, 
Eurydice, the beloved of Oedipus, who was 
brought back from the underworld, is invisible to 
us in the night. Only with the artist's recreation 
QH�JGT�ŔIWTG�VJTQWIJ�CPCNQIKGU�YQWNF�UJG�
appear under the light. Oedipus must turn his 
back on Eurydice in order to bring her out of 
the underworld, and only by giving up the direct 
appreciation of her beauty can he give her form, 
shape, and reality. At the entrance, Triangle, 
Circle, Tetragonum, and Caspar (2019), the 
transparent ghosts collude and cluster in the 
artist’s studio, squeezing paint, cupping brushes, 
picking up palettes, and busying themselves with 
each other. Casper, in Casper the Ghost, tries to 
make himself visible. It’s unclear whether they 
draw on the painter or the painter on them. The 
act of painting is like witchcraft that calls on the 
spirits, where it is not necessarily the painter who 
borrows a corpse to return a spirit, but what’s 
WPUCKF�CPF�KPGőCDNG��+P�YJCV�#NDGTVK�UVCVGF�KP�
On Painting��VJG�RCKPVGT�ŔTON[�DGNKGXGU�KP�VJKU�
ritual, ‘Painting contains a divine force which not 
only makes absent men present, as friendship is 
said to do, but moreover makes the dead seem 
almost alive.’Ȅ The familiar cartoon characters 
and commonplace paper and pencil drawing 
instruments in the exhibition are possessed by 
ghosts, placed on a dazzling stage, and act out 
their own fantastical stories.



The French poet Jacques Prévert composed 
the poem Barbara in 1946 when he revisited the 
war-torn port of Brest. The War had just ended, 
and facing the smoldering ruins, lovers tried to 
remember the not-so-distant past but could no 
longer cross the wasteland within. ‘Remember 
Barbara/ It rained endlessly on Brest that day/ 
And you walked smiling/ Blooming enraptured 
streaming/ In the rain……It rains endlessly on 
Brest/ As it rained before/ But it’s no longer the 
same everything is gutted/ It is a rain of grief 
terrible and desolate……’ȅ Wu Chen appropriated 
a still-life watermelons in the style of Frida Kahlo 
(Untitled (Travelers Among Watermelon Hills), 
2020). It’s the last painting before her death. 
Looking back at her vibrant youth and rich past, 
she signed the painting with ‘Viva la Vida’ (Long 
Live Life). In Wu Chen's painting, life begins to 
crumble. The female painter's proposition is 
dismantled and revised in the structure with 
Travelers Among the Mountains and Streams. 
Watermelons are anthropomorphized into cynical 
faces, and aphorisms are blurred backward on 
the underside of the canvas. It is as if nothing is 
worth mentioning before death; in the vastness 
QH�VJG�YQTNF��VJWU�VJKPIU�ŕQY�CYC[��CPF�KP�C�ŕCUJ��
we are already in a deserted place.

Wu Chen decided to end the exhibition on 
%JTKUVOCU��LWUV�NKMG�U[ODQNKE�ŔPCNG�YQTM��The Last 
Supper (as the exhibition also adopts the work of 
Therefore, the Lonely God Can Only be Orphan 
of God as its title), which could both serve as 
the beginning of a new life and a martyrdom. 
The paint table is almost overturned, everything 
blends into one another in a mishmash that 
faintly reveals an unfolding map of the world. It 

seemed as if from the ‘time of completion’ of the 
painting, the world no longer swings but plunges 
into rounds of chaos. Everyone sits around the 
round table of the international art forum, no 
longer paying attention to political correctness or 
FKRNQOCVKE�GVKSWGVVG��DWV�GZEJCPIKPI�ŔGTEG�NQQMU�
with each other on the table, with their hands 
thrown out, the exchange of tripping, harsh 
words, and cursing went on unhinged. It seems 
that once this meal is over, the world will fall 
apart, whether you like it or not, with resolutions 
and showing no mercy. For the dreamers, they 
can continue to smoke ‘Golden Leaf’ (Health, 
No, Harmful, Smoking, ASAP, Company, 2020), 
as it still embodies the core value for Chinese 
smokers.

It has been almost three years since his second 
solo exhibition at the gallery, and the ‘Bad Man 
Can Also End Up in Heaven’ have become lonely, 
easy pack dolls. The series of works in Bad Man 
Can Also End Up in Heaven echo with Wu Chen's 
ŔTUV�UQNQ�GZJKDKVKQP��ɛ/CVKUUGɜU�5MKTV�ɜ�YJKNG�VJG�
series of paintings from 2020, except for some 
UWRGTŔEKCN�ENWGU��FQ�PQV�HCNN�QP�VJG�UCOG�VTCEM�QT�
extend from his earlier works. There are apparent 
ruptures in the materials and techniques of 
painting, the way of modelling, the approach 
to composition, and layers of narrative. For this 
batch of paintings, he attaches more emphasis 
on the accuracy of emotional expression. The 
seemingly comic and simple appearance 
is rendered in traumatic brushstrokes and 
traces through the accumulated materials and 
superimposed colours. Wu Chen has chosen a 
FKőGTGPV�RCVJ��C�UGGOKPIN[�UKORNG�DWV�FKŒEWNV�QPG��
The artist seems to conceal his own anxieties 

and fears, while tucking away the same feelings 
of others beneath a witty and absurd surface. 
It is apparent that he’s let go of the relatively 
convenient painting approaches of the past. The 
complexity of his current smearing, sketching, 
and planning dissolves the formulaic composition 
in the previous images. Why is he a glutton for 
punishment? Ultimately, Wu Chen's new paintings 
demonstrate an artist who, in his way, chooses 
to be true to himself and the world he lives in, as 
Michel Leiris said in L’Âge d’Homme, ‘The paper 

VJG�ECPXCU��YQWNF�UJTKXGN�CPF�ŕCTG�CV�GCEJ�VQWEJ�
QH�JKU�ŔGT[�RGP�ɜȆ Even though Wu Chen has veiled 
this truth under a ridiculously childish façade, in 
his own words, ‘Eventually you will grow old, even 
if you are a cartoon character’. Sponge Bob also 
has to put on his high-waisted pants and be an 
orphan of Shangdi.

1 Shi Nai’an, Outlaws of the Marsh, Classics Publishing House, Shanghai, 2019, p.440
2 Ai Qing, Selected Poems of Ai Qing, People’s Literature Publishing House, Beijing, 1998, 
p.122
3 Alberti, On Painting, translated by Hu Jun, Xin Chenyi, Jiangsu Education Publishing 
House, Nanjing, 2012, p.26
4 Jacques Prévert, Paroles, Paris: Collection Folio (n° 762), Gallimard, 1949, pp.206-207
5 Michel Leiris, L’Âge d’Homme, translated by Dongmen Yang, Joint Publishing, Beijing, 
2018, p.8
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嬟侸暚鎬曧婠襫鮪壺㛄徏嶎㝧醢、彿壔梐彿镾莏㛠ィ
㫊䯖張懲桹詵镾曧妦衘艊䯖㮰彿喥犧撾豈薶ィ㫊彿艊
妦衘、㫤愽︹晹䎪䯒酽媑桹攣厸艊䉪窹翍䯓︺㫥媑棾㛺䯖
鞲羠黳跤僉熱艊糪紒嶗鄌㳟怇㬬艊鴛叄楯醭酽呯曧醭
鞶㱚艊䯖鍖㫥酽賽唻翍咲棾㛺詵镾喥熱靕僨賂艊㜉頥
苾䯖嬟桹詵镾犻瓕㳟頥艊贜黥昤喥鮪㣥㮰誆澰攣厸㚸
㫥鲢鲇嵔、醭曧桹酽訶擄瓕屨絔艊姠㛣䯤㫥曧桭偡艊
暚魍雩曧桭鰥艊暚魍、㮰彿曧醭曧雩詵飨㛺䯤㡊梪曧
頯梮桭偡艊桻傖雩烔㫨曧偝艊敺鳏、
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鐂艊粬跫醭峕￥䯖貶倉㫥蟢＃跛鐂艊粬跫醭峕￥艊尓
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菑艊䯖曧醭曧偝髦躐䄄雩桹酽鲢饅跀䯩

澓杒䯤麹磢鮪嫮媀醢桹邁㬦艊鰱昷䯖貶岄鉢醢棾㛺偝
髦㫤曧箏襫叅鮪艊、︹鰥鳏雩镾醢俍⊕︺㫥媑嶗 3124
妘翍艊㮰媑︹蹉㫊蹉㫊嶗俍䥢︺㫤桹謚䉳㮰媑︹晹䎪䯒鰥
鳏雩镾醢俍⊕鲈䯓︺詵镾饅跀桖鎢踎哣、

紹㳜䯤3124 妘㮰媑巃㓌㫤曧唻鐉鉢漻梐艊抰酑䯖尫躅
勢 3126 妘㫥媑黌彾鑫︹鰥鳏雩镾醢俍⊕︺攖䯩!

澓杒䯤蹉㫊醮俍䥢㫥跣酑翍䎪棞鞲㫊〃颣倇婩僔酽茻
⺖晹斶艊頯梮咲㫧ǹ甡鄼䯖鍖鹾竊豸㰊曧唻蹉㫊醮俍
䥢艊嵔巃徏曧鐉漻艊ィ㫊䯖︹蹉㫊蹉㫊嶗俍䥢︺㮰媑
彿雩曧婜醁鑫㮰蟢嵔漻艊ィ㫊、勢︹鰥鳏雩镾醢俍⊕︺
彿謾呺曧嶎踵㫥跣䎪棞翍酽跣訶誑䯖喥曧㛺彿靕墰壺
㛄鑫㫥媑翍曧蹉㫊醮俍䥢㫥跣酑翍䎪棞艊酁嗁、彿鮪
翍壉醢唻呮昤呺ǹ鑫嶀徃䯖諤蟢啢俍䥢絹曧詁鉚翍跤
艊俍懲斞魖鮪呮昤㫥誆糴嶀鈼艊俋俍䥢艊蠐囈、翍呝
㫥媑躐謚謾呺彿㫤醭曧竑時㫓臄䯖剴翍鑫酽媑惛舽悹
菑俍䥢㮰媑䯖雩喥曧︹晹䎪䯒鰥鳏雩镾醢俍⊕鲈䯓︺、
喥曧壺嶎惛舽雩醭酽呯瀷呮昤鰥勢瀟詛䯖呮昤雩瀷惛
舽偡醭鑫侸啨䯖鳏屟㫥趼㒂謾呺曧桭雜鄌艊䯖雩曧桭
侟棇艊、

紹㳜䯤＃偡鳏￥＃鰥鳏￥鮪酽呯棷鬣醣雩＝荁鲒㩸懙䯖
彿㓌嬱鳏竑時㳛㒄艊酽砎䯖㒄恔㚪嶗嶯㛌勢靕㦳桹峟
艊㮰酽䉳、捙頯梮艊桹酽偡侐䯖喥曧詵飨恦倉艊＃鰥￥
鮪翍壉醢喼嵔鉢粷、

澓杒䯤躐頌彿翍㫓酽媑饅鲋壔竑寫艊鐞絹䯒︹晹謖翍
咲艊鐞絹︺䯓䯖彿喥曧恦骼嫕彾酽跣妕䉪艊翍咲棾翍、
偧楇壔竑寫恦骼艊㳜宆嶗鰥羮鮪頯梮醢䯖詵镾喥侸鑫
酽跣醑牐頯梮咲䯖啨鑫跣徔鲅筊鳏、嫕磢㫥雩誆曧彿
艊酽跣壺㛄、

紹㳜䯤鰤頥鑨杛醑跣鳏鉢㫥媑俋翍䯖躐頌雩桹酽媑貙
備艊䯖㫥跣踽鉢鳏窹曧︹馾鰱醢艊遠䐥︺㳚艊讖䯩

澓杒䯤唻、㫥媑曧 3127 妘翍艊誄︹晹䎪䯒翇鳏鉢嶗
翇鳏鉢䯖翇鳏鉢嶗偔鳏鉢䯖偔鳏鉢嶗翇鳏鉢躐䄄艊饅
跀䯓︺䯖詆酽媑曧 3125 妘翍艊謖叄啨鑫晹䎪、謾呺
桖暆躐頌㫤翍㫓酽媑︹偧駁㓅荱酽媑惉㝧翍︺䯖㳚䉳
羮艊雩曧︹馾鰱醢艊遠䐥︺㮰醑跣鳏、︹偧駁㓅荱酽
媑惉㝧翍︺曧彿壺㛄䖂倈鮪捨捨婩蕓粷魍踽躏俋䃸艊
㮰跣暚魍荱勢謚粷魍踽躏ⅩⅩ惉㝧翍艊儂姉䯖䖂倈觠
醣艊跏瀕鄪佖嶗⻭鉢艊釰賣醐醐煫嶎勢骼髦覇磢⺖
㫥鲢竊駁蹕嫮䯖鄡棷鄩彾艊酑翍忞䎴㒉、3125 妘嶗
3127 妘㮰跏媑彿桖侸艊曧唻㫥醑跣浧竑躐䄄宆絔牆誤
艊抰酑䯖彿壔梐襽鮪㫥醑跣浧竑鑨謚䯖唻骼髦艊鑨嬁
㫧ǹ㓅唒䯖詵镾翇踽㓕輟漜偔踽㓕䯖偔踽㓕穚醢鑫翇
鲈誑䯖鍖翇鲈誑唻翇踽㓕艊穚桖侸、偧楇㛺 3124 妘
㮰媑曧褀㢐談艊㛣䯖3125 妘 3127 妘㫥跏媑桖絹曧晹
鎯艊筯ǔ談䯖3127 妘㫥媑㬦㫓鑨杛嶗殐厸槷艊褀抴棾
鎢媰㫥蟢駈㛤、

紹㳜䯤彿褃磢嶎勢酽㛓棾嫮咷倉艊頯梮徏曧倉㫥跣
鳏ⅩⅩ晹皺俧䯖詵镾瀷粬跫醭峕䯖妧䧿鳘躅艊桖鎢豈薶、

澓杒䯤踵鳘躅＝嶎勢㫥跣㛓攖䯩

紹㳜䯤倉㫥跣酑翍嶗倉艊抰㫼藥愥倉酓翍㡽艊謖叄䯖
竑時絹囈曐䖆艊翄嬁䯖婩僔巃㓌喥曧龉酴馬趖䯖灖晹
㭇㪝䯖貶醭＝㓌嬱酽砎㭠絔煫桹䯖㢐獿駱鰱鑫㓦䯖㢐
镾㬛㫓謾匢彽䯖㜉馳儂㛃艊ィ㝧㓩倀勢倉唻鲇窹艊ィ
㫊、鍖鹾倉㬕艊攣厸䯖俍䥢㫥鲢嫮㝧荱備曧煫桹鳘躅
㭠絔䯖貶謾呺竑時㬎諦倉㫥蟢翍、㫤桹殐厸槷㫥跣嫮
㝧䯖㫥蟢槷曧嬟䇏駱翍艊䯖婯醭偡喥＝朄嬱竑時隊炚䯖
貶⺖倉㫥躅晹皺俧鰱酽婯䯖鮪翍䉳跤㫤朄嬱嬟峘嫕䯖
嬟桹哻嶯、

澓杒䯤㛺勢殐厸槷雩憛㬣艊、桹酽漛彿嶗㜨攢曐鎯俍䯖
醭蓜㭠尫躅鎯勢鑫丠啹艊俋犣偔䯖彿褃磢鮪嶎丠啹羮
棾鰓體翍䉳艊㮰竊樰槷妔＝曧鳘躅槷攖䯩訅酽儂姉喥
曧殐厸槷䯖詵镾㫥曧疦嶯㛌㳚桹廟鰱鳏唻俋犦艊銊偡

謭嬔、

紹㳜䯤羆䯖豈薶鰱㬕愞倉忞㒄翍艊窹鉢嶗唻㝧曧酽蟢
俍㡑䯖雩曧酽跣偡艊頯梮咲宍䎍㒄桹艊踃門䯖倉忞㬕
愞艊窹鉢鞲ィ䉳荱㡽棾㰊煫鳘躅㭠絔䯖貶㚯鳏巃㓌㫥
鲢窹鉢敡鮪倉艊翍跤喥曧豈薶艊䯖㫥雩曧倉酑翍俍㡑
嬟偡艊酽蟢鉢粷、郹頥㮰媑俋翍雩曧倉艊昦翍壚䯩

澓杒䯤曧䯖㫥媑曧彿艊靕翍絹䯒︹晹䎪䯖3127妘靕翍絹︺䯓䯖
㫥跣嶗詛妘翍艊︹啨偭證䅺㚶︺桹砎饅跀䯖㫥媑踽㒄
曧嶎㬦㫓醢䉳㮰䉳䁬厸䯖棾壽㬬酽跣宆絔裶䄄、

紹㳜䯤倉㫥媑翍䯖㚯彿嶎勢鑫僡惛昤㠻敆︹䁬頌艊醎
鄐昤︺㮰媑翍、彿僨粷倉艊翍縑䯖桹酽跣鄽夠熱粷艊
鄡踆ⅩⅩ㰊曧醮頯梮諍醢艊慘閔鮪唻㛣艊饅跀䯖麹磢
倉艊屒㣵嬟㣹㣉䯖貶呅㫤醭曧酽跣煫桹鄡踆艊椨屒、

澓杒䯤唻䯖罌踵彿㓌嬱唻翍咲棾㚸䯖酽茻雩㰊桹㫥蟢
饅跀鮪㳚䉳䯖僡惛昤㠻敆㮰夿翍雩＝㚯鳏鎽嶎勢儨喺
昤翍牋斛啯〃斛鄐︹煆萉艊醎鄐昤︺、頯梮諍唻翍咲
棾㚸桹砎絹梪叄鉚䯖㫥詵镾雩曧翍咲艊酽跣〓獻䯖㒄
醭磢煫桹樰▕䯖薴詛攝㬬酽跣昦艊趼㒂㫤曧俒羥䇏鑫、

紹㳜䯤謾呺㫥跣竍怺勢艊䃾䎪喥曧酑翍銠䯖勢姌倉曧
饅鲋粷呺艊䯖㫤曧饅鲋酑翍艊、誖雜棾㛺曧跏蟢俋艊
㣵嬛䯖桹酽蟢曧彿艊瞝巃棾瑧鲋粷呺䯖㫤桹酽蟢喥曧
彿艊酑翍棾瑧鲋謾骼鳏艊䯖榚蟢蠿姪醢雩詵飨㛺饅鲋
酑翍艊酑翍、彿㓌嬱倉艊酑翍㫤曧饅鲋酑翍艊酑翍、

澓杒䯤羆䯖謾呺彿唻酑翍艊酽賽㰊桹嬟媰艊偡倇宆䯖
瀷偧翍咲靕㦳艊鐞絹䯖翍咲艊墡慘咇䯖翍咲羮艊墡錨䯖
藥愥骼艊浧竑訵訵䯖㫥詵镾雩曧彿㬕愞楯醢酑翍艊囑
罌、瀷偧詛蹺侳艊贜窹䒛徏曧㓅荱嗴㓋艊暚鎬䯖麹磢
桹俋㳝艊慘閔曧嬁絹徏⺸鉝䯖彿嫕磢雩桹蠻㢩詛鑫㓦
嶗巃蓜䯖貶唻彿棾㛺䯖桭㓦珣艊㫤曧荱酑翍慘閔、忞
飨詵镾彿跣鳏艊蠻㢩砎喥鮪㫥跣醢䉳䯖喥㬕愞鑫羮酑
翍棾ィ㫊彿唻酑翍艊絔㓦、

紹㳜䯤彿僨粷倉艊偡倇宆曧憛㳛艊䯖詵镾㫥蟢偡倇宆



嶗躐謚艊屒鍊雩曧扢誤倉會㫥蟢酑翍艊酽跣誤撾、

澓杒䯤彿跣鳏喥曧㮰蟢輟漜䂏梕箏靕鮪墡慘咇翍翍艊
頯梮咲䯖酽跣鳏艊箏侐詵镾雩＝咷曀㚯鳏钘屒龉嶎、
畝棾㛺㛺︹晹䎪䯒3127 妘靕翍絹䯓︺㫥媑壚䯖倉鮪婩
僔㛺㫥懲倉鎽嶎勢鑫︹䁬頌艊醎鄐昤︺䯖唻䯖謾呺䁬
厸酽茻鮪酑翍跤桹嬟㳛㒄艊慘羮䯖呅醭賂曧鮪鲈醎妕
䉳㳚攝慘訅醑跣裶䄄䯖嬟侸暚鎬䁬厸㫤婠襫鑫酽跣宆
絔裶䄄䯖瀷偧絹▔樰艊嬟侸翍㳚艊䁬厸、!

紹㳜䯤倉㫥媑翍䁬厸㳚曧酽跣黌矇謚艊鳏鉢讖䯩!

澓杒䯤唻䯖䁬厸㳚艊嫮鉢曧偔鳏鉢嶗翇鳏鉢艊酁諦鉢、
彿謾呺壔梐唻瀯跣荱翍艊㓅‖會跣饅鲋屟僉謭艊啢牣
㛛、紹鍈壎倉訅酽菋荱勢艊曧鳘躅攖䯩

紹㳜䯤㮰跣曧龌応壚䯩㮰跣曧鐣閟菋壚䯩

澓杒䯤羆䯖酽跣翇鳏酽菋喥鞲偔鳏㮰昷䉳荱䯖㮰骼喥
姉㛫曧跣茻翇、㫥嫕磢曧彿跣鳏壺㛄艊縑䯖醭酽呯豈薶、

紹㳜䯤茻翇曧慇彿輟漜偔屟曧讖䯩

澓杒䯤唻、

紹㳜䯤㮰鑃呯曧䯒閾閾䯓䯖荱蹼鑫謾呺雩桹砎絹酽跣
翇屟艊羠濗鏍䯖曧讖䯩

澓杒䯤唻䯖彿曧羮鑫酽跣偔屟艊㦳鉢嗁㯵䯖㚯㫥跣嫮
鉢剴桹砎翇屟鏍呭艊嶯屒、醭曧桹蟢㛺熴䯖瀯跣鳏鉢
廟㰊桹讜屟岤艊▕罌䯖誆曧桹鲢鳏㫥蟢▕罌瀷㪏侸桹
鲢瀷㪏啨鍖墱䯖彿雩嶎牣㛛酽醣靕墰、翍㫥媑艊暚鎬
彿㫤僨粷酽竑㬣艊鲇䯖㫥媑翍鑨杛曧酽跣頥嵔鯫忞䯖
鮪鈫醢恓蹕艊暚鎬僨粷嬟侸頥嵔鯫忞㰊慂菑詁鉚熌翍
艊侟壽閔䯖鮒瀭縑䯖鮒刏縑䯖呏樴啯艊犣偔鳘躅艊䯖
偡絹頥嵔嶗頯梮莏曧桹踎哣艊饅跀、

紹㳜䯤謾呺㫥喥曧鳏屟銠䯖嵔頥曧鳏屟跤嬟㳛㒄艊酽
㯵鰓䯖雩酽茻曧酑翍跤酽跣嬟㳛㒄艊䎪棞、謾呺酑翍

鞲䎪棞醢棾㛺䯖醭曧㢐棾㢐哃熼䯖鍖曧嶨僨褆䯖嶨僨
鮪榚蟢蠿姪醢桹饅跀䯖饅䀽曧倉勢鞔俍羮鳘躅昷媀詛
ィ㫊䯖㫥竑時桹嶯屒、

澓杒䯤嬟侸暚鎬彿㓌嬱酑翍喥曧羮棾ィ㫊靕墰艊㚪㛌䯖
㣥酽跣㛊㛀咲徏叧鍎䯖羮旝叄棾抰㫼酽媑翍酽跣絔㛀
曧酽跣㭠絔䯖醭讜艊曧彿誆唻靕墰㠥㠩䯖詵飨嗴婩晹
㫅艊鎽嶎、

紹㳜䯤㫥訵鲋曧倉艊酽跣畝攝慘䯖呝瑪曧酽媑昦翍、
酑翍艊踽䎪謾呺雩煫桹㮰躅侸、瀷偧啢㛺䯖謾呺啢㛺
岄艊棾㚸喥曧酽跣䎪棞䯖喥曧翇偔㜎岤穚艊敭鲇、桭
暆＃啢㛺￥餚㛳喥曧＃spnbodf￥鈵桞諍䯖犗畑、嫕磢䯖
謚䉳酽鲢啢㛺醭釀㜎岤穚、貶岄艊棾㛺踽牐鄽鉚啢㛺
喥曧醭讜艊慘咲羮醭讜艊昷媀釀翇偔㜎岤穚䯖荱㜇釀
艊偡䯖釀艊桹嶯屒䯖倉荱︹郹氒櫇︺。︹誖穚︺。︹呏
兙〃則燒喺兙︺訵訵、

澓杒䯤偡絹桹鳏㛺㫓䯖頯梮諍喥曧㯵頥嵔諍䯖㮰啢㛺
喥曧㯵岤穚諍䯖閾閾、

紹㳜䯤忞飨䯖酑翍艊踽䎪妛醭絹嶎㝧嬱㮰躅侸䯖鍖鹾
醭羮婩僨嬱俒侸䯖彿㓌嬱酑翍艊桹敱屟鮪鲋倉嬱桹旝
誼㚶宎䯖偝忴桹敱、︹啨偭證䅺㚶︺㫥媑荱㡽棾雩曧
擄瓕頥嵔罌踃艊酽媑翍、

澓杒䯤︹啨偭證䅺㚶︺醭澏曧桹頥嵔罌踃䯖偝㫤絹曧
酽跣㜑棅粷鯫、彿壔梐偝曧酽跣玈捵䏣樴艊慘閔䯖桹
砎絹暰烠艊翄嬁、覎㛣㳚艊艀䇻駡踽嶗粷呺跤䂏俋艊
艀䇻啨偭䯖㮷峟艊偔粀鞲畑翍䃿㫧粷呺艀䇻啨偭艊䄊
応䯖酽儕頻䉪艊閳䎖蛵菑詆酽跣裶䄄㫤桹謾骼鳏鮪饅
燍㫥酽賽艊僨羠䯖㫥跣鳏桹詵镾曧彿䯖徏曧㓅‖梪㦳、
岄躐㫥詵镾喥曧酽賽䗮痐艊頌彽、

紹㳜䯤倉㫥媑翍㳚艊閳翍嬱竑時桹嶯屒䯖酽醣恦酽跣
覎㛣敭鲇酓惛勢粷呺鑫䯖㫥跣閳絹酽跣駳媆厸䯖鎢媰
鑫㫥媑翍艊駈㛤屟、粷鮪嬟侸偡艊頯梮慘閔㳚㰊桹駈
㛤屟䯖張懲曧酽媑惉㝧酑翍䯖偡艊惉㝧酑翍㳚䉳謾呺
雩桹駈㛤屟、倉㫤翍㫓酽媑︹惉㝧頯梮咲艊錨㝧鐞絹︺

彿㫤憛輟漜艊䯖捨婩僔彿醭蓜㭠翍艊曧鳘躅䯖謚䉳荱
倉艊䎪茩畝荱倉艊翍僨粷㫥㳚䉳桹酽蟢儂㛃剴夃桹酽
蟢崑㛀䯖㫥跏蟢饅跀鮪酽媑翍跤讜暚叅鮪㫤曧嬟桹嶯
屒艊、

澓杒䯤㫥媑翍翍艊曧鐞峐〃昤姈濕、彿跣鳏唻骼艊翍
醭曧竑時巃蠻㢩䯖謾呺彿唻惉㝧酑翍酽茻煫桹嬟偡艊
巃㓌嶗㚪㛌、貶彿唻骼㫥跣鳏嬟巃蠻㢩䯖詵镾罌踵骼
曧穚啯賣鳏䯖穚啯賣㢹絑䄯艊槪宺鳏窹鈵黥〃▕峐䯖
㫤桹 V3 貊䄯䯖酽茻曧彿輟漜艊、彿巃㓌骼艊惉㝧翍
桹蟢唻䎯旿嶗翍壉艊柟撾咅熝䯖偧楇骼曧羮惉㝧艊昷
媀棾ィ㫊骼艊嵔巃艊㛣䯖㮰彿喥曧羮酽跣錨㝧艊昷媀
棾ィ㫊彿唻骼艊惉㝧翍艊穻䉳絔㓦、

紹㳜䯤彿鮪醢犦荱㫓骼艊嗴㓋、偧楇鯆孭㳚呏曧鉚矇
蓜㛌鰓厸惉㝧頯梮咲艊㛣䯖骼喥曧鉚矇艊墡鳏䅆鄀惉
㝧頯梮咲、骼熱㦳梪棾雩曧墡鳏䅆鄀䯖骼艊桹鲢翍㳚
㫤曧桹酽蟢巃鳏艊趼㒂䯖惉㝧翍嬟咷曀黌嬱〓䇖嶗⺸
䒅䯖骼艊翍㳚㫤曧桹鲢賛㳜艊趼㒂鮪㳚䉳、

澓杒䯤彿雩曧墡鳏䅆鄀熱㦳䯖彿唻㫥蟢荱備鈇貂斊門
艊趼㒂憛巃蠻㢩䯖骼㳚䉳桹蟢牬醭鄶艊峽、彿㚶嬱醢
設跤艊暚鎬龈㫓酽梪㢹絑棇宺鞯鄻穚啯賣䄯䯖＃樼䖲
醭䖅䯖醭翬媰柟￥曧唻骼髦艊㛊麽䯖漥爳椊嶗跫翨椊
骼髦誆㡨㫓醑鯫䯖㡨鑫餚樴賣䯖㡨鑫嶯俋濕、彿鮪
3126 妘翍㫓酽媑︹靕翍絹︺䯖㮰曧彿鮪訅酽跣跣嗴躐
謚翍艊䯖㮰媑翍彿曧嶎恦靕墰翍彾酽跣嘇俓䯖闧㯵雩
曧䧸豸豸酽穻䯖鲕呭惉㝧彾翇屟屟鏍呭艊巃㓌䯖謾呺
彿雩曧鮪抲㲠靕墰㒄唻靕墰桹玜㲠艊㚪㛌䯖墮慁靕墰
艊㳜峽簍、

紹㳜䯤＃墡鳏䅆鄀宍䎍䎘啂酽賽、￥㫥曧彿啢暚鎬夠
堝勢艊酽訶㛣、倉偡絹雩酽茻桹翍靕翍絹嶗頯梮咲鐞
絹艊雳嶊、

澓杒䯤曧艊䯖彿唻頯梮咲鐞絹酽茻嬟巃蠻㢩䯖︹僠晹謖䎪︺
㫥媑翍桭設艊嶎熴雩曧嶎翍酽媑饅鲋粀蠻©鍈壎艊鐞
絹、



紹㳜䯤㫥媑翍艊椨屒尫躅棾艊攖䯩

澓杒䯤㫥媑翍桭設艊嶎熴曧鞲粀鍈壎艊酽媑礣穻棾艊䯖
鮪㮰媑礣穻㳚骼褀菑墡慘桽䯖酽忲愽菑骼靕壽艊䂏觠䯖
酽忲愽酽跣憛俋艊㜉頥椢䯖竑絹酽跣跤跫鄅㦳褀㿯翀
墮氈酑翍艊徔佖徏曧鳘躅艊、彿喥慍粀鍈壎艊墡慘昷
媀䯖酽婩僔會瀷㪏呝斾艊啢袚、彿魯羮䩇槪酑鑫酽媑䯖
鮪翄閠醢羮䩇槪翍桹酽跣䃾䎪䯖喥曧煫桹莏澐㚳鄨倉
艊忲䯖忲醢巃㓌醭侽䯖磢謚彿喥剴翍鑫竊媑鄡抰袚、
桭謚忴桹鑫㫥媑︹僠晹謖䎪︺、

紹㳜䯤㫥媑翍訅酽菋䯖㚯彿嶎㡽觻誑鑫䯖喥曧㫥媑翍
偡絹曧諤蟢觻誑鄩彾艊、镹頌絹酽跣＃漥廬￥艊觻誑䯖
㫤桹酽跣＃W￥䯖鐒㮰鱖絹曧酽跣＃魑￥䯖倉曧㫥樭呏
戹艊讖䯩!

澓杒䯤閾閾䯖㫥蟢㓦㜁憛㬣艊、倉酽㛺攖䯖彿㫤㓌嬱
莏桹砎絹、貶彿煫嬔㮰嶎䯖＃漥廬￥㮰跣曧㿯翀䯖跤
跫鄅䖧佖㮰蟢、

紹㳜䯤倉蓜㭠彿尫躅嶎勢觻誑鑫銠䯩彿啢暚鎬捨婩僔
翍翍䯖彿髦䅳桹酽跣婩駡邁焹㩱艊鍈誒梽䯖㛺翍翍曧
㫥躅翍䯖菋菾曧跏跣7䯖磢謚鳘躅浵㫓棾酽跣9曧夬厸䯖
4曧鎍梸䯖趕㫓棾艊 8曧䩢厸鳘躅艊䯖㫥媑翍㚯彿嶎
㡽㮰跣棾鑫、

澓杒䯤彿艊翍喥曧鞲酽跣壺㛄婩僔嗴婩鎽嶎艊䯖鮪翍
㫥媑翍艊㫓蠿跤彿艊饅燍砎鞲酽婩僔唻酽跣跣鉢翍咲
艊抰酑㩸懙彾翍咲嶗㫥跣暚魍艊饅跀艊嶎㝧、彿㓌嬱
㫥跣暚魍艊翍咲竑絹⊕諮槇孭䯖煫桹茩槪鑫䯖貶䖾厸
㳚㫤曧桹蟢㪀峽簍䯖徏曧惡髭鳘躅艊䯖貶㫥蟢惡髭桹
暚鎬雩桹詵镾曧詵觛艊、嫕磢㫥誆曧彿靕墰艊酽跣㓦
㳘䯖謾呺羮旝叄詛㓦㜁酽媑翍岄曧戰䅺艊、倉㛺艊㮰
跣＃漥廬￥觻誑䯖雩憛桹嶯屒、

紹㳜䯤饅鲋頯梮咲鐞絹嶗諤蟢樭媀艊＃靕翍絹￥倉酽
邁翍鑫侸啨媑䯩

澓杒䯤鞲 3123 妘婩僔喥昢昢醁醁艊翍鑫鴛竊醭勢

鲈鴛媑艊樭厸、靕翍絹俋氥酽妘翍酽勢跏媑䯖詵镾曧
罌踵彿曧箒厸姫俒靕岤艊囑罌䯖彿㫤憛輟漜翍靕翍絹
艊䯖鞲榚蟢嶯躏醢棾㛺彿艊瀯媑翍謾呺㰊曧彿艊靕翍
絹、頯梮咲鐞絹俋氥桹鴛媑墢諢䯖㰊曧彿鮪榚酽跣暚
䄄瀇廟唻㫥鲢頯梮咲艊㚪㛌嶗絔㓦䯖䆠菑彿唻骼髦㚪
蓜艊黌誼雩桹詵镾＝唻桹鲢頯梮咲艊鐞絹㫧ǹ畝漛攝
慘、頯梮咲鐞絹曧彿＝酽茻鱧慁艊酽跣䎪棞䯖彿壔梐
羮彿翍艊頯梮咲鐞絹翍棾攝㬬酽㯵嘄鲋彿靕墰艊頯梮
諍、

紹㳜䯤瀯跣鳏詵镾㰊桹骼靕墰輟漜艊頯梮咲嶗醭俒輟
漜艊䯖㫥梪棾喥曧嬟跣鳏誼艊酽跣䃾䎪䯖瀷偧鯆孭㳚
呏喥曧彿輟漜艊頯梮咲䯖骼雩曧唻彿嬟㳛㒄艊酽跣頯
梮咲、詵镾唻倉棾㛺骼喥煫桹㮰躅㳛㒄、酽跣頯梮咲
輟漜㜇艊慘閔雩曧繩昢徏鑫㓦㫥跣頯梮咲嬟㳛㒄艊酽
跣昷䉳、倉輟漜㜇艊慘閔䯖徏曧唻倉嬟㳛㒄艊頯梮咲
桹瀟鲢䯩

澓杒䯤䖂鮩昤䯖骼唻彿棾㛺曧酽跣貙備鲋蕓鯆屟艊頯
梮咲䯖彿㓌嬱骼竑絹酽跣酑翍鍈壎䯖镾斊倉嬟侸錨鉢
饅鲋酑翍艊趼㒂、瀷偧尫躅羮頥嫷棾ィ㫊䯖尫躅羮鄡
棷氥愥酽跣嫮鉢鳘躅艊、彿雩翍㫓酽媑饅鲋䖂鮩昤艊
翍︹壺偧䖂鮩昤熱羠鮪銊蹺︺䯖㫥跣壺㛄曧駈㜲艊䯖
貶鞲䖂鮩昤躐謚䯖銊蹺頯梮咲會艊趼㒂棾荱䯖墱鄽桹
骼艊▕罌鮪㳚䉳鑫、瀯漛彿醭蓜㭠尫躅翍徏曧翍鳘躅
艊暚鎬䯖彿岄輟漜錼錼骼艊翍謀、

紹㳜䯤彿㫤僨粷酽䃾䎪䯖倉翍艊謖叄㫤曧憛桹嶯屒艊䯖
翍艊謖叄唻鲋倉艊翍棾㛺㡽勢鑫婜輩嶗怳嗴艊慘羮、

澓杒䯤唻䯖偧楇㛺翍酽媑翍艊頌梕屒鍊曧糴赗䯖翍艊
㫓蠿曧尒厾䯖翍艊呝彾曧昦羠噯䅝踮艊㛣䯖㮰酓翍㡽
謖叄喥絹酓昦羠簍㡽謖叄酽樭、謖叄雩曧酓㓅‖䄕㜁
倉酑翍艊酽跣駱訥嶗㬦㭠、彿輟漜恦謖叄㡽嬱桹嶯屒
酽砎、紹鍈壎倉尫躅酓翍㡽謖叄攖䯩!

紹㳜䯤彿艊翍艊謖叄㫤曧瀷㪏跛鐂、翍嶗翍醭酽樭䯖
㡽謖叄艊昷媀雩醭酽樭、倉艊㫥蟢晹皺俧媀艊酑翍㱚
倉㮰蟢桹砎竑濇艊謖叄呅喥諦㬎、彿艊翍桹鲢謖叄誆

桹餚旝煫桹跤旝䯖瀷偧桹酽媑啢偔叾悹菑酽誆篶艊啢
翍䯖竑桹嶯屒艊曧䯖㫥媑翍桹酽漛惤載䯖骼髦恦謖叄
棯摝彾鑫＃㫤篶樴樴￥䯖㫥喥醭諦㬎鑫、

澓杒䯤＃㫤篶樴樴￥䯖䯒閾閾閾閾䯓㫥瀷彿晹皺俧侸鑫、

紹㳜䯤忞飨倉艊頯梮嶗倉㫥跣鳏艊炚㠮䯖倉㒄會艊趼㒂䯖
倉艊恖梮䯖藥愥倉㡽艊謖叄䯖㰊㒄與㱚䯖䈑㒄豕趵艊
ィ㫊昷媀、

澓杒䯤唻䯖尫躅翍彿㓌嬱曧㫥酽賽艊樮宆、

紹㳜䯤忞飨倉㚪踵酑翍㫤曧嬟䈑㒄恖梮艊䯩

澓杒䯤恖梮㫤曧嬟㳛㒄、彿㓌嬱恖梮喥曧詛™㬞徏錨
鉢誼倉嶎熴艊酽跣墡錨䯖豈薶醭豈薶喥荱倉忲醢嗚俓
尫躅樭鑫、

紹㳜䯤彿㓌嬱恖梮艊偡鰥䯖桹暚鎬嶯嚌菑嶗倉㒄ィ㫊
艊趼㒂曧壠峘嫕䯖㫥跣曧繩昢恖梮偡鰥艊槪豈、倉㫥
蟢瀷㪏趍艊酑翍恖梮喥嶗倉艊ィ㫊嬟㱚倧、倉叧翍鄽
證俋氥曧尫躅樭艊攖䯩

澓杒䯤桭暆喥曧䗮跤鍊頌紬䯖貶叧艊暚䄄蓪䯖鍊銊䅳
鳘躅鑃呯煫彽䯖雩醭嶎螻㜁䯖喥醢鑫㒂攢鲮俋酑翍豕趵、
彿啢暚鎬喥嬟輟漜翍翍䯖醢啢叧艊暚鎬彿穣穣豕䃸酓
彿恓㫓酽跣鍈魯羠斊翍翍䯖彿㚶嬱竑玜毞艊曧㮰瀕鍈
魯羠羮㾱觠翍䖂翍嬱憛偡艊䯖斊彿翍彿喥輟漜酓䖂翍
鋡隢酓䖂翍醢竡㓕鳘躅艊䯖彿酓彿翍艊䖂㡽謖誄㣮犦
䦹䧆們䯖鍈魯羠棾鑫竊漛喥畝雩煫棾㫓鑫、躐謚彿喥
靕墰踮酴䫀紒䯖翍諤蟢畑翍、

紹㳜䯤䯒閾閾䯓粷鮪㫤桹砎酴䫀紒㮰跣巃㓌䯖憛晹皺俧艊、

澓杒䯤唻䯖䤻嘪暺酓彿蕓艊鯆䯖䯒閾閾䯓、謾呺彿酽
茻煫鄽㫓竑跛樴艊㮰蟢酑翍㚳鄨、俋叧訅酽頺㜄喥曧
㜨攢曐醢䯖骼踽㒄㚯倉喼寚宻戨鍊頌紬㮰倧趼㒂䯖㫧
駱勢攝慘笶尓、彿俋酽喥㣥酽夎桻傖鮪樍侳蟿墡慘咇
翍翍、彿㓌嬱彿酽茻㰊曧㳜㣵厸、



紹㳜䯤倉荱倉啢暚鎬翍酴䫀紒㫥蟢晹皺俧艊畑翍䯖彿
髦㫥酽魍雩踮啢鳏霎䯖㰊曧粷呺踽躏㮰鲢䯖︹䤽灀惡︺
鳘躅艊䯖桭晹皺俧艊喥曧︹㒂珪㚶︺䯖叆崟裶⺖⿷㬬
彾儂啌婠紙㫷艊徔佖、絹倉髦酴䫀紒酽魍婯晹皺俧艊
趼㒂䯖骼桹酽蟢靕磢鍖磢艊趼㒂、

澓杒䯤㮰跣暚鎬㫥躅絔㓦︹㒂珪㚶︺䯖鮪鞔俍荱棾雩
憛晹皺俧艊䯖䯒閾閾䯓、唻䯖彿㓌嬱莏㛠ィ㫊嬟㳛㒄、
紹鍈壎䯖彿桭㫝雩鮪嶎酽跣䃾䎪䯖喥曧酑翍䇏姪䃾䎪䯖
飨頌頯梮諍詵镾曧酽跣鞲詁鉚勢棧㝧牋勢粷魍踽躏勢
謚粷魍艊鄡屟僨嗴㫓蠿䯖謚粷魍躐謚褃磢巃㓌煫桹茩
槪鑫䯖巃㓌翍鳘躅㰊ǹ翍鳘躅雩㰊醭ǹ、

紹㳜䯤彿㓌嬱惉㝧ィ粷踽躏躐謚䯖斾鉢棾荱酑翍嫮媀
醢艊扜踆墱鄽酁棴鑫䯖偡絹㫧駱鑫麉晹踽躏䯖骼㚯倉
巃㓌勢翍鳘躅㰊ǹ䯖翍鳘躅㰊醭唻、

澓杒䯤翍鳘躅㰊ǹ䯖翍鳘躅㰊醭唻䯖竑時豈薶、躐頌
頯梮諍醢桭㳛㒄艊頯梮咲喥曧鮪嫮媀扜踆醢徏唻頯梮
艊㚪㛌醢桹㠧篻、鞔俍棾荱䯖酑翍艊詵镾屟鮪瀟㳚攖䯩

紹㳜䯤㫥跣䃾䎪俒俋鑫䯖貶曧彿鍈㓌嬱䯖倉噴呯㒄翍
翍䯖鮪榚蟢蠿姪醢喥噴呯鑫倉墱鄽鮪嶗證諍僨羠饅跀、
喥曧㛺䯖醭酽呯倉艊桭踽㒄墡慘曧怳嗴昦艊㫅翨䯖詵
镾曧鮪斾諦㫓詛僨羠艊鲇簍、酑翍謾呺醭絹嶎㝧嬱㮰
躅靕羾䯖偝桹酽倧靕墰艊㓇賒䯖鍖鹾㣥酽轅妘頌瀷䯖
偝㮰跣俋艊㓇賒䯖雩妛醭絹倉嶎㝧嬱黌鑫㮰躅侸、酑
翍▕梪醢棾㛺䯖喥曧鮪蓤嫮㳚㫅會珪彽䯖䗮鄀珪彽、

澓杒䯤羆䯖㢐唻頯梮徏曧酑翍鑫㓦䯖㢐㓌嬱偝曧酽跣
䇏姪嬟俋艊珪彽、酑翍頯梮桹砎絹跤蹺㝧櫷䯖㝧櫷愇
斶艊黌誼墱鄽鮪晹斶艊唻婳㫓蠿跤竊豸裯喼鑫䯖貶倉
醭镾踵鑫攝昦詛敘黌䖂㡶暀㝧㡶羻㫥鲢▕梪㓇賒、

紹㳜䯤敘黌㫥鲢▕梪㓇賒謚詵镾喥醭畝曧跤蹺㝧櫷鑫䯖
喥黌彾詆酽蟢珪彽鑫、酑翍㫥㳚䉳㫤曧桹酽跣桭▕梪
艊趼㒂䯖曧樰懪㫥鲢桭▕梪艊趼㒂棾繩昢偡醮醭偡、
鍖鹾懲羮酽鲢謾呅昷媀唻酑翍棾㚸嬟咷曀㚯撾㳝懲懷、
鮪酽跣梷踃艊妕ǹ蠐㫅嫮廟倉㒄嶎桹褃蕚䯖謾呺曧䉯

夠䇏艊、

澓杒䯤䉳唻酑翍頯梮㫥姫䗮嘪䯖謾呺彿巃㓌彿㫤捨駱䃸、
彿忞䈑㒄艊喥曧莏㛠ィ㫊䯖鮪翍壉醢懲峽鰱悈隠、

紹㳜䯤倉㒄曧㚪豈鑫酑翍㫥棷㣵酽茻㡶䯖倉＝僨粷麹
磢酑翍嬟䇏貶偝薶呺桹嶯屒、

澓杒䯤唻䯖桹䇏姪艊珪彽忴桹嶯屒䯖嬟咷曀㬦饅艊珪
彽雩粬醭䂏蹼、饅鲋㫥跣嗴㓋艊䎪茩䯖彿桭㫝雩嶎鑫嶎、

紹㳜䯤倉嶎艊曧鳘躅䯩

澓杒䯤彿嶎羮︹鰥鳏雩镾醢俍⊕︺㫥媑慘閔艊謖叄會
㫥跣嗴㓋艊䎪茩、

紹㳜䯤倉壔梐忞桹鳏㰊镾醢俍⊕䯖藥愥＃鰥鳏￥、㣥
倉㫥跣晹皺俧䏣樴雩憛倝諦艊、

澓杒䯤) 閾閾 *＃鰥鳏￥薶呺桹骼艊䙜撾䯖㮰喥羮㫥跣
棾會㫥漛嗴㓋艊䎪茩、

紹㳜䯤詵飨䯖羮㫥跣憛諦㬎艊、



Interview: 
Wu Chen & Liu Ye

Liu Ye: I discovered we have something in common. We 
both like using acrylic. You practically only use acrylic 
right?  

Wu Chen: Yes, I use only acrylic. 

Liu Ye: So why not oil painting then? Or maybe explain a 
little of how you arrived at this method of using acrylic?

Wu Chen: Oil painting takes a while to dry. When I’m 
painting, my mood often changes during the moment. I 
need the quickest method to record an initial mood down 
ŔTUV�CPF�VJGP�+�UNQYN[�CFLWUV�VJKPIU�HTQO�VJGTG��+H�YKVJ�
every step, there was a long moment in-between, then the 
strength of that mood diminishes.  

Liu Ye: Yes. Compared with oils, acrylic has the added 
convenience of not needing to wait long to dry.  

Wu Chen: Besides that, there is a richness to working with 
acrylic - you can also let it dry slowly too if you wanted. For 
your own painting, does it normally need a while to dry? 

Liu Ye: Not really, actually I like that acrylic dries quickly 
and that I can see the results. The only downside to 
acrylic is maybe its lack of body - you have to paint over a 
HGY�VKOGU�DGHQTG�[QW�IGV�CP�GőGEV����

Wu Chen: For me, there is a technique to using acrylic, 
which makes things easier to control. My paintings 
PQTOCNN[�DGIKP�D[�ŔTUV�CTTCPIKPI�KOCIGU�QPVQ�VJG�
computer and then I continually make adjustments while 
painting.  The ease that acrylic allows me enables me to 
work with a lot more gusto.

Liu Ye: You gain a certain kind of freedom. It means that 

your work is already situated within a particular process of 
RCKPVKPI���KVɜU�DQVJ�VJG�UMGVEJ�CU�YGNN�CU�VJG�ŔPKUJGF�CTVKENG��
Looking at your painting as a whole, you regularly return 
to the same subject in a number of your works. Moreover, 
the duration between the works can be comparatively 
long too. For example, there is the 2014 painting, Weird 
Rabbit After Understanding Painting, which you paint 
again in 2015, Untitled (Still-life with a Rabbit) - the subject 
is pretty much the same. What were you thinking about in 
regards to these works?  

Wu Chen: The time between the two paintings is very 
special to me. The painting in 2014 was made while in 
Chengdu and I hadn’t yet left for Beijing. The work in 2015 
was after I moved my studio to Beijing. On top of that, it 
was the end of 2015 when I had just completed a solo 
show too.  

Liu Ye: Before 2014, were you always in Chengdu 
painting? Why did you move back to Beijing then? 

Wu Chen: Since graduating in 2007, I stayed in Chengdu 
to paint. Actually, just after graduating, I wasn’t feeling 
RCTVKEWNCTN[�EQPŔFGPV�CPF�JCF�VJG�HGGNKPI�+�PGGFGF�C�HGY�
years to build something up. In Chengdu, I practically had 
no connection to the art scene and was just painting by 
myself. Slowly, I realized I was beginning to sink too much 
into my own world and lacked a dialogue with an audience 
- the more I painted in this situation the more it made me 
feel powerless.  In 2012, there was little work of note that 
ECOG�D[��$[�������+�ITCFWCNN[�DGICP�VQ�ŔPF�C�PGY�HGGNKPI��
Meanwhile, I had this idea to change scene and move to 
Beijing. It was during that moment, I had a fantasy that my 
own solo exhibition would happen in the next three years. 
I put myself in a mindset where everything I was working 
on, was in preparation for this exhibition that had not yet 



existed. Weird Rabbit After Understanding 
Painting was essentially the last painting 
completed in Chengdu before my move to 
Beijing. I imagined myself as Beuys holding a 
dead rabbit - the pearls and gold cross necklace 
were added as elements of my imagination. To 
DG�SWKVG�HTCPM��+�YCU�JQRKPI�VJKU�TCDDKV�EQWNF�ŔPF�
its own opportunity and place in Beijing. Then 
with Untitled (Still-life with a Rabbit) this was after 
O[�UQNQ�GZJKDKVKQP�QRGPGF��#NVJQWIJ�VJG�ŔTUV�
show happened quickly, I think this debut public 
appearance was very important to me.

Liu Ye: Yes, the artist still needs a dialogue - 
otherwise it becomes mere self-amusement. Your
ŔTUV�UJQY�YCU�KPVGTGUVKPI�CPF�KV�YCU�VJTQWIJ�VJKU
that I got a better sense of you too. If you look at
it, even though in some ways you were lucky, this
was something you had been building up towards
for quite a while now.

9W�%JGP��#HVGT�VJCV�ŔTUV�UJQY��VJKPIU�JCRRGPGF
quickly with works in Art Basel Hong Kong and
then a solo presentation at Art 021 in Shanghai.
All these things were hard to imagine when I was
in Chengdu. The rabbit in Untitled (Still-life with a 
Rabbit) is noticeably more relaxed in that work.

.KW�;G��#NVJQWIJ�VJG�ŔTUV�TCDDKV�NQQMU�TCVJGT�OQTG�
NKXGN[��KP�VJG�UGEQPF�YQTM��JG�NQQMU�UKIPKŔECPVN[�
more brazen in demeanor. The rabbit with a red 
outline feels more anthropomorphic - from the 
hindquarters to the waist - it is similar to a sexy 
YQOCPɜU�ŔIWTG�

Wu Chen: These two paintings also connect 

together: wealth, painting, and the artist. The 
good thing about being involved with a gallery 
and the market is that it allows you to promote 
[QWTUGNH�YKVJ�EQPŔFGPEG��+�UGG�OQPG[�CU�
something like opium or medication; there are 
DGPGŔVU��DWV�CNUQ�KPGXKVCDN[�UKFG�GőGEVU�VQQ��
From a wider perspective, a region of economic 
prosperity can also bring about good art.

Liu Ye: The majority of great art has been 
produced in regions with a relatively good 
economy. For example, if you were in North Korea, 
it would be hard to have good contemporary 
art there. For sure, the power of capital is also a 
big issue today too. But the buck still stops with 
the artists themselves. Take Rembrandt as an 
example, you cannot say that he is a bad artist 
because he sold well early on. Normally, people 
UC[�DGECWUG�JG�UWőGTGF�C�FKŒEWNV�VKOG�CHVGTYCTFU�
– that’s what makes him a good artist. Whether an 
artist is good or bad, money certainly plays a role 
KP�VJG�FKUVKPEVKQP��$WV�+�YQWNF�TGHTCKP�HTQO�FGŔPKPI�
it as the single important factor behind that. For 
example, the main source of income for an artist 
in the past was through commissions, patronage 
from the wealthy elite - the path was even more 
ŔZGF�VJGP��5Q�HQT�RGQRNG�KP�VJG�EWTTGPV�GTC�NKMG�WU�
making art, it is freer much more now. 

Wu Chen: Yes, the relationship between money 
and art is complicated. The fact that in a short 
time there were so many great masters in 
Holland, this has something to do with its era as 
an important naval power. I’m thinking a lot about 
my own perspective in relation to these questions, 
often through a hypothetical situation or my 

imagination. I hope I can convey these things in a 
UKPEGTG�YC[��'XGP�KH�CV�ŔTUV�O[�OGVJQF�UQOGVKOGU�
might appear naive, I work my hardest to depict 
this naivety as accurate as possible. Take again 
the work Untitled (Still-life with a Rabbit) - from the 
oysters, pearls, to the gold cross - these elements 
not only produce a mismatch - from the view of a 
painter, they emerge out of the palette. Maybe this 
was what Beuys, covered in gold, was speaking 
of in his conversation with the dead rabbit. Isn’t 
there this philosophical nonsense that says the 
moment right now is the best era, but also the 
worst era. Elaborating on that, I can probably 
say money is art’s best friend, but also forever its 
enemy.

Liu Ye: That’s interesting, I think there’s a certain 
‘serious but irreverent’ manner to how you 
play with the world. But I think this play with 
VJG�YQTNF�KU�XGT[�FKőGTGPV�HTQO�O[�IGPGTCVKQP��
For example, my generation mostly faced the 
social environment, but for you it’s more about 
deciphering yourself using this dark humor. At a 
glance, your work appears very casual, but in fact 
VJGTG�KU�C�NQV�QH�TGŕGEVKQP�CPF�QDUGTXCVKQP�IQKPI�
QP�DGHQTG�C�FGEKUKQP�KU�OCFG��6JG�ŔIWTG�KP�VJG�
painting Untitled (Still-life with a Rabbit) is hung 
upside down. For the work Bad Man Can Also 
End Up in Heaven, the swan is also upside down - 
is there a connection between these works?

Wu Chen: Although formally wise, they have 
things in common; I still see them as independent 
from one another. With Bad Man Can Also End Up 
in Heaven and a painting from Leda Leda and the 
Swan (2013), then there is a recent work Untitled



(Bad Man Can End Up in Heaven No.2) – there is 
more of a connection behind these three works. 
 
Liu Ye: I feel the painting from 2013 portrays more
a physical desire. How did you go from there to 
the 2015 Bad Man Can Also End Up in Heaven?

Wu Chen: ‘Leda and the Swan’ is a subject 
beginning with Da Vinci and subsequently 
developed by countless artists ever since. On 
the whole, these works have focused on the 
eroticism and emotions between Leda and the 
Swan - my painting Leda Leda and the Swan is 
a continuation of this expression of lust. During 
the time of Bad Man Can Also End Up in Heaven 
I was thinking about using painting as a kind of 
‘full stop’ to this motif - basically a way to bring a 
certain closure to this subject matter. On canvas, 
you see Zeus facing trial – there’s a congregation 
QH�FKőGTGPV�UYCPU�RQUKVKQPGF�NKMG�CPIGNU�HTQO�C�
classical painting. They are all around Zeus, who 
is the biggest swan being punished. After the 
RCKPVKPI��+�YCUPɜV�EQORNGVGN[�UCVKUŔGF��5Q�+�DGICP�
Untitled (Bad Man Can Also End UP in Heaven 
No.2), which shows Bin Laden holding a swan.  It 
was a hypothesis that Bin Laden might not be as 
‘bad’ in comparison to Zeus or at least that Zeus 
might not be much better. Humanity can be as 
simple as much as it can be complicated.

Liu Ye: ‘Good person’ or ‘bad person’, 
depending on the situation, they can become 
interchangeable. I think an important issue is 
an ability to recognize or be conscious of one’s 
GXKN�UKFG��(QT�CP�CTVKUV��YG�DGPGŔV�HTQO�DGKPI�
able to take something ‘bad’ and allowing that to 

manifest on the canvas in how ever way we like.

Wu Chen: I once painted a portrait of Hitler 
(Portrait of Anonymous Painter, 2014), where I 
painted him as an ordinary painter. If Hitler were 
able to utilize his wild ambition and dark side into 
art form, perhaps we would have gained an extra 
average artist rather than war fanatic. This is just 
my imagination of course.

Liu Ye: There was also another early painting 
UKOKNCT�VQ�VJG�NCTIG�RCKPVKPI�YKVJ�VJTGG�ŔIWTGU�
QP�C�DNWG�DCEMITQWPF��9GTG�VJGUG�VJTGG�ŔIWTGU�
inspired by the painting The Luncheon on the 
Grass?

Wu Chen: Yes, this work was completed in 2016 
and titled Untitled (The Relationship between 
Male Nude with Male Nude, Male Nude with 
Female Nude, and Female Nude with Male 
Nude), and then there was another work in 2014 
where the title was missing the untitled part. 
Actually, even earlier was How to Look at an 
Abstract Painting��YJKEJ�CNUQ�WUGU�VJG�ŔIWTGU�
from The Luncheon on the Grass. The work 
imagines Manet who is standing from the point 
of modernism and reacting to a post-modernist 
abstract painting. The work depicts the two 
gentlemen and a nude Victorine Meurent, and 
of their surprise at the subversion of being in a 
painting composition consisting of geometric 
lines. For the two works between 2014 and 2016, 
I tried more to describe a mental interaction 
between the three models. I was hoping to 
position myself behind the models to observe 
VJG�DCEMU�QH�VJGUG�ŔIWTGU��/C[DG�VJG�NGCF�OCNG�

protagonist liked the lead female protagonist, but 
the lead female protagonist was in love with the 
second male, and then maybe the second male 
was in love more with the lead male protagonist. If 
you describe the work in 2013 as dressed up like 
time travel, then the two works in 2016 are closer 
to a drawn-out melodrama. The 2016 work also 
inserts a coconut tree into the background, which 
adds a feeling of incredibility. 

Liu Ye: This suddenly brings to mind a word that 
best encapsulates the relationship between your 
art and you as a person, ‘Mo Lei Tau’. It’s a kind 
of irreverent play with the world and describes 
accurately your type of humor too.

Wu Chen: Why did you think of this particular 
word?

Liu Ye: This description, the paintings themselves, 
and also the titles given each work: this is very 
OWEJ�NKMG�VJG�ŔNOU�QH�5VGRJGP�%JQY��;QW�ŔTUV�
might think everything is all over the place and 
illogical, but you never feel there is a lack of 
reason either. The deeper you enter and the more 
you begin to understand, and also the more this 
happens as you play around more. This satire 
and sense of irony helps you to broach objects 
and also convey ideas through them. There is 
a decision behind certain imagery such as the 
TCDDKV�QT�UYCP��YJKEJ�OC[�UGGO�CV�ŔTUV�VQ�DG�
without any rationale - but they actually suit your 
paintings very well. There’s also the imagery of 
coconut trees – it's the kind of image you would 
PQTOCNN[�JCXG�C�JCTF�VKOG�VQ�ŔV�YKVJKP�C�RCKPVKPI��
If you do it wrong, everything will easily look



especially tacky. But through your ‘Mo Lei 
Tau’ way with things – these elements seem 
appropriate with plenty of meaning behind them.

Wu Chen: That was pretty amazing what you just 
said, especially up to the coconut tree. I had a 
conversation once with artist Xie Nanxing and I 
don’t quite remember how we eventually ended 
up talking about Cézanne’s The Bathers. It made 
me think about that tree in the canvas and how 
it was used to divide up the composition – and I 
YQPFGT�VQ�O[UGNH�YJCV�MKPF�QH�VTGG�KV�YCU!�/[�ŔTUV�
reaction was a coconut tree and unconsciously 
maybe this is what a land-locked person imagines 
yearning for the beauty of the ocean.

Liu Ye: Oh, it is a gift to select in a precise way 
all the objects and subjects for your paintings. It 
is also where a good artist needs to practice a 
certain skill of self-cultivation. On the surface, the 
objects you choose seem to lack logic, but at the 
same time they make people feel their placement 
YKVJKP�VJG�EQORQUKVKQP�KU�CNUQ�XGT[�URGEKŔE�VQQ��
This is a particular gift you have in your paintings. 
The large red painting over there, is that a new 
work?
 
Wu Chen: That’s right, this is a self-portrait of me 
(Portrait About the Male Female Male Figure, 
2016). There is a little connection with a work 
last year called The Fountain of Bernini. This 
work was about wanting to go through the mirror 
positioned above and use that to create a mental 
space.

Liu Ye: For this painting, it makes me think of 

Velazquez’s Venus at Her Mirror (1644–1648). I’ve 
discovered what appears to be a common thread 
in your paintings – all the works have a dialogue 
with art history. Although your thoughts might 
appear to jump from place to place, this doesn’t 
mean that there isn’t any trace of intention there 
either.

Wu Chen: Yes, for me as a painter, there is always 
that relationship present. For many people, 
the painting by Velazquez also connects with 
Giorgione’s Sleeping Venus. Art history for a 
painter is a little like a dictionary. Its maybe the 
advantage that a painter has as otherwise, there’s 
no foundation there for us. To make something 
EQORNGVGN[�HTQO�UETCVEJ�YQWNF�DG�XGT[�FKŒEWNV�

Liu Ye: Do you think this issue applies only to 
painting? Would you say you are more connected 
to questions of reality or to painting itself? You 
could say there are two paths – one path is 
inspiration from reality, the other inspiration for 
painting might come from other people, but then 
on many other levels you can also say it is ‘painting 
about painting’ too.

Wu Chen: Uh, actually I always regard the nature 
of painting with plenty of curiosity. For example, 
self-portraits by painters, the painter’s studio, 
the tools of a painter, and this also include the 
models they work with too. This is probably the 
reason why I choose to work with an easel. When 
I’m abroad to see museums or exhibitions, even 
with plenty of moving-image or installations, 
which of course I might be interested to see and 
experience – but for me, the thing that gives 

me the most satisfaction is still a painting. So 
my personal interest is situated on that level, 
I’ve chosen painting as a means to express my 
understanding of it. 

Liu Ye: I’ve discovered that your curiosity is very 
strong. Maybe we could say curiosity and the 
TGŕGEVKQP�VJCV�HQNNQYGF�D[�VJCV�KU�VJG�FTKXKPI�HQTEG�
pushing you towards this way of approaching 
painting.

Wu Chen: Personally, I’m the type who likes to 
work alone for a long stretch of time in the studio. 
Working in solitude makes it easy to indulge in 
ŕKIJVU�QH�HCPE[��)QKPI�DCEM�VQ�Portrait About The 
Male Female Male Figure, you started to say it 
made you see a connection with Venus At Her 
Mirror, which is true. Actually the mirror has many 
important uses in painting. Not only is it about 
creating three-dimensional space within a two-
dimension surface – often the mirror functions to 
establish a mental space. Like for example, the 
OCP[�OKTTQTU�VJCV�[QW�ŔPF�YKVJKP�VJG�RCKPVKPIU�QH�
Bacon.

.KW�;G��+U�VJCV�C�FGHQTOGF�ŔIWTG�YKVJKP�VJG�OKTTQT�
of your painting?

9W�%JGP��5WTG��VJG�ŔIWTG�KP�VJG�OKTTQT�KU�C�
EQODKPCVKQP�QH�C�OCNG�CPF�HGOCNG�ŔIWTG��+�CNUQ�
try to give the audience looking at the painting a 
small test on their sexual orientation. Liu Ye, what 
FKF�[QW�UGG�YJGP�[QW�ŔTUV�UCY�VJG�YQTM!

Liu Ye: That’s a breast right? Then that’s the 
navel?



9W�%JGP��4KIJV��UQ�OQUV�OGP�YJGP�VJG[�ŔTUV�UGG�
this will see a female form - normally this means 
that the person is straight. But of course this is 
just my hypothesis and it doesn’t necessarily 
mean I’m accurate.

Liu Ye: So for me, being a straight person, means 
that I like femininity? 
 
Wu Chen: Yes.

Liu Ye: Well that’s obvious (laughter). Actually 
if you look at it longer, it starts to look like the 
genitals of a man, right?
 
Wu Chen: Right, I used part of a female body and 
wanted it formally to look a little like a male organ. 
Isn’t there a saying that everyone has a gay gene 
within him or her? It’s just the case that some 
people have more of this gene than others and 
I really want to test myself. When I was painting 
this, I also discovered something amazing too - 
the setting of this painting is an erotic place. While 
searching for images on the internet I discovered 
many of these places have hanging in the rooms 
reproductions of classical oil paintings: images 
of the Holy Mother, Holy Child, the bathing 
females of Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres – the 
relationship between sex and art is very intimate.

Liu Ye: This is just being human don’t you think? 
Eroticism is an important part of what it means to 
be human and as a subject matter for art. So from 
the perspective of a painting, a subject matter 
KU�OQTG�PCTTQY�VJCP�YKFG�TCPIKPI��&KőGTGPV�
relationships can build up from this point, so what 

is crucial is the means used to convey things in 
this day and age, that’s what is most interesting 
for me.

Wu Chen: Most of the time, I think painting is 
more about conveying things you can understand. 
Like a critic or scholar using text to describe 
things, each painting has a rationale or concept. 
6JG�FKőGTGPEG�KU�VJCV�+ɜO�CEEQWPVCDNG�QPN[�VQ�
myself and there’s no boundary limit to where I 
can head towards or associate myself with.

Liu Ye: This is equivalent to how you might work 
again on something to complete a new work. 
There are not many themes for a painting. Take a 
novel for example, a novel really only talks about 
one subject matter - the story of love between 
a man and woman. An earlier term in English 
for the word ‘novel’ was interchangeable with 
‘romance’ stories. Of course, there are novels 
afterwards that now do not speak about love. But 
generally speaking, the most popular classical 
PQXGNU�JCXG�WUGF�FKőGTGPV�VGEJPKSWGU�CPF�YTKVGTU�
to write about love between a man and a woman. 
You just have to look at who writes it better or in 
an interesting way, Just look at Dream of the Red 
Chamber, Jane Eyre, Anna Karenina…

Wu Chen: It’s like someone once said that art 
history is also a history of sex. In that case you can 
say the novel is a history of romance (laughter).  

Liu Ye: So the theme of painting is not how we 
imagine it to be. It isn't something that has to be 
elaborated too much on. I think painting’s validity 
is based on your ability to remember culture, 

VJCVɜU�YJGP�KV�DGEQOGU�GőGEVKXG��6JG�YQTM�6JG�
(QWPVCKP�QH�$GTPKPK�KU�TGCNN[�ŔNNGF�YKVJ�C�NQV�QH�
erotic elements within the painting.

Wu Chen: The Fountain of Bernini not only 
consists of erotic elements. It is also like a 
murder scene too. I’m hoping for the work to 
be a mash-up of styles, something similar to 
3WGPVKP�6CTCPVKPQɜU�ŔNOU��6JGTG�KU�C�5PQY�9JKVG�
princess from a fairy tale who grows up in reality 
to be a recently married young woman. The evil 
Queen bursts into the bedchamber of the married 
woman who is living in another reality now. A pair 
of legs in the foreground, allude to another space 
from the position of an observer looking into the 
painting. Maybe it's a part of the audience or 
myself. In short, there’s always foreplay before the 
climax.

Liu Ye: The leg you painted into the canvas is very 
interesting indeed. In one moment, you take a 
fairy tale and bring it straight into reality. The leg 
is like medicine; it’s used to enhance absurdity 
in the painting. Right now there are plenty of 
artists who have a lot of absurdity in their work 
– even an abstract painting, a good abstract 
painting, also can have a lot of absurdity within 
it. You have painted a work called Figurative 
Portrait of Abstract Artist, which is another work 
I like very much. In the beginning, I couldn’t tell 
what you were painting. After looking at the title, 
and then again at the painting, you begin to see 
the irony and contradiction within the work. The 
relationship of these two things sharing the same 
space at the same time is very interesting.



Wu Chen: There is also a painting with Sean 
Scully. Personally, I’m not so interested in 
his painting nor do I have much feeling or 
understanding of abstract painting itself either. 
I’m more interested in him as a person; maybe 
because he is Irish. It brings to mind the 
emblematic talisman and Irish footballer Roy 
Keane, or the band U2, I’ve always liked them 
too. I feel this abstract way of putting colors onto 
the canvas is like a violent release. If he uses 
abstraction to convey his feelings, then what I am 
FQKPI�KU�WUKPI�C�ŔIWTCVKXG�OGVJQF�VQ�GZRTGUU�O[�
understanding of his abstract paintings.

Liu Ye: I saw his exhibition in Shanghai.  If 
Mondrian is a classic intellectual abstract artist, 
then he is also an archetype of a working class 
abstract painter for me too. He was born into 
the working class. In his work, there are also 
elements there that will move people. Abstraction 
can very easily turn into something graceful or 
decorative, but his work often has a coarseness 
to it.

Wu Chen: I also identify with the working class. 
I’m also interested in the side where he seems 
uneducated – he’s something of a scoundrel 
too.  I remember once in high school, I bought a 
football magazine introducing the Irish football 
team, “Obstinate and Unruly, Fearless Against 
Pressure” – that was their assessment. In the 
European or World Cup they won only three 
matches: beating England and Italy in the 
process. In 2015, I also painted Self-Portrait, 
YJKEJ�YCU�CHVGT�O[�ŔTUV�UQNQ�UJQY��+�YCPVGF�VQ�
paint myself as a butcher with a black face, and 

where my facial features could feel like abstract 
male genitalia. It was my way of prompting myself 
to be more aware in a clear-headed way – and to 
maintain more courage. 

Liu Ye: ‘The working class must exercise 
leadership in everything’, this was a sentence I 
heard all the time when I was young. You seem 
to always have a habit of painting self-portraits or 
portraits of artists. 

Wu Chen: Right, I’m always interested in artist 
portraits. Untitled No Surname, in the beginning I 
had the idea of painting Wang Xingwei’s portrait.

Liu Ye: How did the concept come about then?

Wu Chen: The initial idea of the work came 
from a photograph of Wang Xingwei. In the 
photograph, he was wearing some work clothes. 
He was holding a long brush he had made and 
in another hand there was a large color palette. 
It looked very much like a knight from a medieval 
era, wearing armor and ready to stand guard for 
painting or something like that. I then applied 
Wang Xingwei’s way of working and produced a 
EQORNGVGF�UMGVEJ�KP�VJG�DGIKPPKPI��+�ŔTUV�WUGF�
a computer mouse to sketch, but the problem 
with drawing on a computer is that I have never 
formally practiced with that before. I felt a lack 
of feeling with my hand, so I then painted again 
another line sketch. I eventually  arrived at 
VJG�ŔPCN�RCKPVKPI�YJKEJ�DGECOG�7PVKVNGF�0Q�
Surname.

.KW�;G��.QQMKPI�CV�ŔTUV��KV�IKXGU�OG�VJG�KORTGUUKQP�

of a full stop. It is like a painting produced as 
a kind of punctuation mark. The bosom area 
resembles the EU currency symbol or maybe a 
‘V’ is in there too.  Then the mouth looks like the 
Chinese character ‘魑 ’ – was this something you 
intended?

Wu Chen: Haha, that’s a very interesting 
interpretation. When you say it like that, I can 
see the resemblance there. But I honestly wasn’t 
thinking in that direction. The sign looking like a 
‘Euro’ is part of the armor, the kind from medieval 
times.

Liu Ye: Do you want to know why I thought of 
these symbols? I was small and had just started 
to paint, and in our housing block was an old bus 
driver who would tell me how painting should 
look like: the two characters for number 6 could 
be the eyes, then you would turn around the 
number 8 horizontally to make a hat, the number 
3 was one ear, you turn over 7 and it's a nose. 
This painting made me think of that.

Wu Chen: My paintings begin with a conjecture, 
which I use to open up further associations. The 
departure point for this painting began with my 
painterly way of conveying things, which then can 
transform into a relationship with how I imagine 
connections that bridge a relationship between 
the idea of being a painter and being conditioned 
by a particular era. I think to be a painter today is 
like the character Don Quixote – there’s no aim, 
but at the deepest level there is a certain gusto 
or a certain conviction there. But maybe this 
conviction is a joke too and of course this is my 



understanding. Actually, I think its dangerous to 
use text in order to try and understand a painting. 
But then again you mentioned this ‘Euro’ sign, 
which is interesting too.
 
Liu Ye: In total, how many artist portraits and ‘self-
portraits’ have you made?
 
Wu Chen: From 2012, I began to paint about ten 
or twelve paintings here and there. I normally 
paint one or two self-portraits a year. Maybe 
because my Zodiac is Leo, so I can be quite 
narcissistic. I like to paint these self-portraits. 
There are plenty of reasons you could say that my 
paintings are mostly all self-portraits. There are 
roughly ten portraits of other artists – they work 
as my understanding and perception towards a 
few artists from a certain period of time. It follows 
the changes of my perception towards them, but I 
might also return to a particularly portrait in order 
to create another one. The subject matter of an 
artist portrait is something I will keep persevering 
with as I hope that through the artists I paint, I can 
make up a version of art history from myself.
 
Liu Ye: Everyone has artists they like and don’t 
like. It’s always a question from one individual to 
another individual. Take Mondrian, who happens 
to be an artist I like particularly and who is very 
important to me. But for you, maybe he’s not so 
important. The artist you might like has a lot to 
do with how you judge or understand their work, 
which is the most important factor there. Whose 
work do you like or are there any artists you 
consider to be important to you?

Wu Chen: Matisse. For me, he’s in the category 
of an enlightened artist. He’s really a painting 
teacher, because he can teach you so many 
URGEKŔE�VJKPIU�CDQWV�RCKPVKPI��(QT�GZCORNG��JQY�
to use color in order to convey things or how he 
uses line to accentuate a form. I have also painted 
about Matisse’s work If Matisse Was Born In the 
US and there is a ridiculous premise behind it. 
After Matisse and when you arrive at the things 
American artists have started to do, then you 
begin to see a part of his work in theirs too. Every 
time when I’m not sure what to paint or maybe 
before I start painting, I like to have a look around 
at his books. 

Liu Ye: I’ve also discovered another issue to do 
with the way you paint your own name, which is 
also very interesting. In your paintings, it seems 
that the name painted has a more expanded use.

Wu Chen: Right. If the beginning of painting and 
its conceptualization is the stage of insemination; 
then the process of painting is the pregnancy; 
and its completion is the birth of a new life. Then 
giving the work a name is the same as giving a 
name to a newborn life. The name is also a way of 
giving audiences an entrance or passage to read 
KPVQ�VJG�YQTM��+�NKMG�VQ�ŔPF�YC[U�VJCV�ECP�IKXG�VJG�
name a little more meaning to it. Liu Ye, how do 
you normally title your work?

Liu Ye: The titles for my work are something quite 
UGTKQWU��'CEJ�RCKPVKPI�KU�FKőGTGPV��UQ�IKXKPI�VJG�
YQTM�C�VKVNG�KU�FKőGTGPV�GXGT[�VKOG��6JCV�WPKSWG�
way of giving titles suits your ‘Mau Lei Tau’ style 
of painting. Some of my paintings have names 

only in English without a Chinese translation. 
For example, there is a small painting where a 
small girl is holding a pig. The interesting thing 
was when the painting was auctioned once, they 
created an entirely new name for it “...and The Pig 
Princess”, which of course, was completely
inappropriate.

Wu Chen: “...and The Pig Princess” (laughter). This 
is far more ‘Mau Lei Tau’ than me.

Liu Ye: So your art and personal temperament
relate to things you do, it also includes your
technique and way of giving titles – they all need 
to be matched up and there is a very skillful way in 
how they are conveyed together.

Wu Chen: Yes. How to paint will always be at the 
core of things.

Liu Ye: So you still see painting as an important 
skill?

Wu Chen: Skill is still important. I think it is a tool 
to transmit and make concrete your thoughts. 
However accurate you are depends on your ability 
to master the skill.

 Liu Ye: Whether your skill is good or not, 
UQOGVKOGU�KV�UKIPKŔGU�YJGVJGT�QT�PQV�VJG�ɛVJKPIɜ�
you are trying to convey is appropriate or not. So 
this is about using judgment as a standard to 
gauge what is good or bad. This crude painting 
technique you use is very connected with what 
you are trying to express. Can you say a little 
about how you learnt to paint? 



Wu Chen: Very early on it was just before I took 
an exam for senior high school, but I studied only 
a short time. It was hopeless for me to enroll into 
art academy and I didn’t really want to go back to 
studies again either. Instead, I got into a painting 
course at Southwest Jiaotong University. When 
I was little, I always very much liked painting, 
and then when I got into primary school, my 
father found an old man to teach me painting. I 
remember vividly how this old man could use a 
pen to draw pictures of horses especially well. 
When he taught me to paint, I just enjoyed adding 
things onto these horse paintings like wings or 
horns. I would give names to the horses such 
as ‘Sea Unicorn Beast’. The old teacher came to 
teach me a few times, before never coming back 
again. After that, I simply turned to Dragon Ball Z 
KP�QTFGT�VQ�FTCY�FKőGTGPV�MKPFU�QH�OCPIC�

Liu Ye: You still seem to have a Dragon Ball Z feel 
as well as ‘Mo Lei Tau’ too. (Laughter)

Wu Chen: Yes. Akira Toriyama showed me the way 
to enlightenment (laughter). So I never really went 
through any rigorous form of training to learn 
RCKPVKPI��/[�ŔTUV�NGUUQP�KP�WPKXGTUKV[�YCU�YKVJ�
Xie Nanxing. In order to get into a more creative 
state, the important thing about him was that he 
would make you forget all the required things you 
needed to learn before enrolling in exams. From 
O[�ŔTUV�[GCT��+�DGICP�TGPVKPI�C�UVWFKQ�YKVJ�HTKGPFU�
VQ�RCKPV��+ɜXG�CNYC[U�DGGP�C�NKVVNG�Qő�VJG�VTCEM�KP�
that way.

Liu Ye: From the time you were little, you painted 
Dragon Ball Z in a ‘Mo Lei Tau’ manga style. Our 
generation would look at children’s books too, 

but mainly in the realist style such as Jimao Xin 
(The Letter with Feathers). Perhaps the most ‘Mo 
Lei Tau’ of these was ‘Journey to the West’ where 
/QPMG[�-KPI�KU�OQNFGF�KPVQ�C�UQNFKGT�ŔIJVKPI�
against oppression of the feudalist system. For 
your generation, you see a natural progression 
from that culture into a ‘ Mo Lei Tau ’style 
KPŕWGPEGF�VJTQWIJ�[QWT�GZRQUWTG�VQ�Dragon Ball 
Z.

Wu Chen: I used to also think that way too. But 
today it does seem very ‘Mo Lei Tau’ (laughter). 
Yes, I also think it is very important to convey 
things sincerely. Liu Ye, I have been thinking about 
C�SWGUVKQP�TGEGPVN[��+VɜU�DCUKECNN[�VJG�FKŒEWNV[�QH�
painting: before art history perhaps there was 
a trajectory from classical to impressionism, 
arriving afterwards at modernism, and then you 
get to post-modernism. After post-modernism, 
you suddenly arrive at a situation where there is 
a feeling of no end-goal any longer. Almost as if it 
doesn’t matter anymore what you paint - or even 
if you did paint anything, it would never be good 
anymore.

Liu Ye: After abstraction, I think on the whole, 
formal exploration in painting already ended 
by then and it appears we are into a period of 
nihilism. This explains why you can paint anything 
now, you can still feel that whatever you eventually 
do paint, that it is not quite right either. 

Wu Chen: That’s an accurate way to put it. 
Whatever you paint can be ok and what ever 
you do paint is not quite right either. Before, at 
a certain time in art history, the most important 
aspect for an artist was formal experimentation or 

to contribute towards how art could be perceived. 
Looking at today, where do you see the possibility 
of painting now?
 
Liu Ye: This issue is too big. I’ve been thinking a 
lot about this questions too: painting is something 
I decided to do and whatever way you look at this, 
this decision to paint already implicates you into 
a relationship with history. That’s to say, what is 
important is not only to work at expanding new 
boundaries, but also how you integrate what has 
happened before in the past. Painting is not as 
free as we imagine, it’s something with its own 
set of rules. Moreover, it has a thousand years of 
history to compare with. So there is a magnitude 
of rules and this hasn’t changed as much as we 
imagine either. Speaking generally, painting is just 
a game within a rectangle and it is a very high-
level style of game at that.

 Wu Chen: Hmm. The more you think you can 
understand art or painting, the more you feel it is a 
XGT[�FKŒEWNV�ICOG�VQ�RNC[�YKVJ��2CKPVKPI�KU�CNUQ�NKMG�
Chinese chess. After countless games of Chinese 
chess, the variation of moves is already exhausted 
now. But also there are fundamental rules to 
adhere, you can only jump diagonally and it’s not 
a movement you change merely for the sake of 
being innovative. 

Liu Ye: If you change any of these crucial rules, 
it no longer becomes Chinese chess and 
transforms into another game entirely. There are 
certain crucial things that make up painting and 
these are the things you follow in order to judge 
what is good or bad. If you try to replace these 
elements from painting, you end up missing an 



GUUGPVKCN�RCTV�QH�RCKPVKPI��+V�KU�XGT[�FKŒEWNV�VQ�DTGCM�
CYC[�HTQO�VJKU�ɍ�GURGEKCNN[�CU�YJCV�FGŔPGU�VJG�
parameters you work within has only four sides to 
it.

Wu Chen: Facing painting is like facing a 
mountain, I feel like I’ve actually just entered it. 
+�PGGF�VQ�ŔPF�C�YC[�VQ�EQPXG[�KP�C�IGPWKPG�YC[�
all the struggles and torment I have in front of a 
canvas.
 
Liu Ye: Painting is the path you have chosen to 
take. It is something interesting just as much as it 
KU�FKŒEWNV�
 
Wu Chen: Yes. Hard games are always the ones 
that are most interesting. The easy to play games 
are the ones that never last long. I’ve also been 
thinking more and more about the title of this 
exhibition.
 
Liu Ye: What are your thoughts?
 
Wu Chen: I want to use the title of the work Bad 
Man Can Also End Up in Heaven for the name of 
this exhibition.
 
Liu Ye: I hope that everyone can go to heaven, 
even the ‘bad’ people too. It complements the Mo 
Lei Tau style too.
 
Wu Chen: (Laughter) ‘Bad people’ also have a 
beauty to them too. So let’s use this name as the 
title of the exhibition. 

 Liu Ye: Sure, I think it suits the exhibition very well 
indeed.
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勢靕墰艊竑頥嶗䂏侐䯖湯醣艊擄鰓ィ㫊喥偡鑫、
㜨䯤倉㚪踵倉嶗嫕魍妘㪇翍咲艊饅鎽鮪瀟㳚䯖竑
時曧倉㫍嬔譯鲷躐謚䯩
澓䯤謾呺詛譯鲷唻彿曧跣㳛㒄艊噴呯、勢譯鲷䧸
橯訅酽巃㓌喥曧偡侸捙頯梮艊縑䯖墡慘咇酽穻酽
穻艊䯖訅酽俍朷醢竊豸萉醭菑䯖鉛杒蠐砎侸詛侳
䉳㫅惉硙㫅葍㩸䯖荱勢偡侸墡慘咇瞖㰊鲻菑䯖䎑
巃紙撾、躐謚㫪荱鑫竊俍艊嗴㓋䯖雩㚪㛌鑫竊跣
桻傖䯖貶巃㓌彿㣥骼髦翍艊徏曧會艊鲇嵔醭俒酽
樭䯖彿桹靕墰艊竑砎、
㜨䯤倉㚸㚸倉艊㫥跣嗴㓋艊酁椨嶗巃糴䯩
澓䯤㫥跣嗴㓋踽㒄曧㫥跏醑妘艊慘閔䯖飨頯梮咲
艊鐞絹嶗唻酽鲢彿巃蠻㢩艊蹕蛵艊敘㬬踵踽䯖壉
嗴暚慍礣偔屟䯖翇屟嶗讜屟岤慘踵陝鰓嶗壉鉝䯖
桹砎翇偔俋唻愺艊嶯屒、嗴㓋勢煫韜竑媰艊巃糴䯖
喥曧䇗跤艊桹荱鑫荱靕墰艊慘閔䯖煫嶎㝧跤艊蠻

倐䯖荱勢酽閥妘頌艊翍㫤憛醭偡嶯屒艊、
㜨䯤荱呝嗴㓋倉桹鳘躅鉢＝䯖堝勢鳘躅儂閼煫桹䯩
桹煫桹桭書発倉艊㛊㛀䯩
澓䯤儂閼偡絹憛偡艊䯖嗴㓋婩奟醑俍謚彿喥彾㰊鑫䯖
偡絹煫韜鳏鮪嗴㓋醢酓倉書発艊㔃㛀䯖彿㫤憛嶎
堝堝書発艊㔃㛀䯖喥絹飨頌諤蟢魯䀚頯梮捨熱粷
艊嗴㓋醢頯梮咲恊㛊咲＝桹諤蟢鲅㛀䯖貶粷鮪偡
絹䏣炚醭曧㫥樭艊、勢曧嗴㓋呝彿螻㯞墕彿穣荱
鑫彿艊翍䯖羠炚艊㛺䯖菋菾煫酽跣翍偡艊䯖墬艊
㫨鑫䯖時䖚潔䯖螻彾㰊酭醁犧撾壚縑、閾閾、
㜨䯤倉㮰鲢趼愺㒂鉗艊蹕絹桹煫桹昷謭屟䯖曧䆠
忲羮㫤曧桹忞慇謭䯩
澓䯤彿鄽夠鮪嶯侳艊暚鎬驔僉蹕絹䯖捨嬱勢酽跣
桹詵镾艊蹕絹䯖桹暚彿＝敡酽瀇暚䄄嶎嶎荱䯖蠻
㢩竑俋暚雩＝䖂醢誤忲䯖貶竊豸跤㬠㰊＝敘黌酽
砎徏酽俋砎設ヺ䯖翍艊嫕跤彿＝醭昢㓅唒翍䯖偝
＝酓彿昦艊桖桹嶯屒艊抲蛵䯖㫥暚彿艊慘閔忴玪
玪桹砎荢茩䯖彿夠夠㓌嬱彿曧嶗翍酽㡽鮪呝彾酽
跣慘閔、
㜨䯤桹鳏抲勢倉艊頥嫷䃾䎪䯖倉壔梐翍艊桖矵茩
攖㫤曧墮慁跣鳏懷偡䯩
澓䯤彿喥曧嶎嬔矵茩醢䉱雩䉱醭醢詛䯖酽暁㫩宆
艊暚鎬彿＝翍嬱嬟醭鞐桽䯖巃㓌瀟瀟㰊醭唻䯖疛
鍈壎抲㫓頥嫷艊䃾䎪䯖倉雩抲㫓㫥跣䃾䎪䯖彿靕
墰巃㓌彿誆镾醭昢艊敘彿艊翍忴ǹ䯖彿靕墰㒄敘
勢巃㓌頥嫷鞐桽鑫忴ǹ䯖麹磢㫥樭會＝跞俢酽鲢
暺寚艊巃㓌、
㜨䯤醣酽澒桹駁怇誽䯩
澓䯤醣酽澒嶗飨頌墬醭侸壚䯖犧撾墡慘䯖偡偡翍翍䯖
鄮椥茩槪曧鲅僉鮪酑翍㛳㔃醢桹砎褃蕚、
㜨䯤荱醢詛倉扟㫝彾謖鑫䯖倉桹駁嗴梐䯩
澓䯤謾呺鮪桭頢䇏艊暚鎬彿鄽夠妢嶎彾謖䯖巃㓌
彾謖侸窡㭈侸窡㭈鳘躅艊、粷鮪喥絹㡼寚螻墡慘
咇䯖鲅僉翍酽恊桹㫧澒艊翍、

澓杒唻㛣㜨攢曐澓杒唻㛣㜨攢曐
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